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"Z-The News

- The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory-VOLILIAIR FIFTEEN

V.F. W. Makes Plans
For Future Activities
Alkonbership In Both Fulton and
IIlinkman Chapters Are Steadily Growing
Next meeting of members of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars will be
held at the YMBC home on Lake•
Wednusday night, March ,27,
awarding to Frank Clark, commander. A membership drive is
mew underway by both the Fulton
amid Hickman chapters, and each
member is urged to bring one new
veteran to the next meeting.
The Fulton V. F. W. was first
ingpinized here on January 23, 1946,
Mien the following officers were
cameri7 Frank Clark, commander;
David Homra, senior vice commander; Rufus Joyner, Jr., junior
woe cenunander; Boyce Heithcock,
sportgrmaster; C. A. Boyd, Jr., adjutant. At present there are 71
members in the Fulton chapter,
and le in the Hickman Chapter.
The Fulton group held a dance
het Friday night at the Elks club,
• da good time was enjoyed by all.
like local veterans group is looking borward to an active program,
and urges all ex-service men to
jean during the membership drive.
A club house is planned by the
V. F. W. Tickets for donations have
hens placedi n Fulton, Hickman,
and Clinton, and other surrounding
communities, and proceeds will be
wed to build a club house.

,
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!Charles Adams Heads
Homemakers Held
Newly Organized Utopia
Advisory Council
Club In Fulton County
Meeting At Cayce
wife

MRS. AVIS PALMER
Mrs. Avis Beatrice Palmer,
of Ernest Palmer,
died Monday
morning at 7:45 o'clock at her home
on the Hickman Highway, after a
lingering illness of two years. Funeral services were conducted Tuesday at 2 p. m. by Rev. Hunter of
Cayce at the Holiness Church, with
internment at Cayce Cemetery in
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
She is survived by her husband;
her parents, Mr. J. R. Graves and
Mrs. Fannie Graves; five brothers,
Lewisburg, Tenn ,
Amos Graves,
Tenn.,
Virgil Gravei, Bethspage,
Bryson Graves, Springfield, Tenn ,
Ben W. Graves, Greenfield, Tenn.,
Bob Graves, Fulton, Route 1; one
of
Cooper
half-brother, Everett
Martin.
The deceased was a native of
Weakley County, Tenn.

Miss Martha K. Floyd Named Sec- Fince Program Conducted Last Friretary-Treasurer; Farmers
ditY; Mrs. Billie McGehee,
Leaders Back Youth
President, Presided.
Organization.

Fulton county now has a newly
organized Utopia Club with Charles
Adams as its president, and Miss
Martha K. Floyd, secretary and
treasurer. The club was organized
in a meeting held at Cayce, Thursday evening, March 14, under the
direction of Morris Drake, state
field agent for 4-11 Club work.
n were: RayOther officers ch
mond Adams, vice president; Harold Pewitt and Edwin Mayfield, directors; and Miss Floyd waws appointed as publicity chairman.
Others present at the organization meeting were John Watts, FulR. L. JONAKIN
ton county farm agent, and Miss
Robert Lee Jonakin, 73, Promi- Margaret Howard, county home
died
ent resident of Obion county,
demonstration agent, v.tho introducMonday night at the Fulton hospi- ed Mr. Drake and acted as presital, following an illness of several dent protem. After a peppy recreaweeks. Funeral services were held tional program of songs led by Mr.
Wednesday afternoon at Chapel Drake, he talked upon Utopia club
Hill church by Rev. G. T. Sellars, work.
with interment in the cemetery
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier of
there.
Fulton, former Utopian club niemMr. Jonakin, native of Kentucky, bers, discussed and advised conmoved to Obion county while in cerning club projects, including
boyhood. He was the son of the late room improvement, landscaping,
James Martin Jonakin and Polly advanced clothing, canning, swine,
Jonakin, pioneer residents of this poultry, baby beef and others.
Charles Wright, president of Fulterritory. For th, past 28 years lie
had resided south of town just out- ton County Farm Bureau, gave an
side the city limits of South Fulton. interesting discussion on "OpportWare Service Men
He married Miss Amanda Rucker unities in Utopia Work."
Discharged In County on Nov. 23. 1902.
Carl Jones, state Utopia agent, of
He leaves his widow; five sons, J. Lexington, will meet with the
,W. Jonakin of Memphis, FL E. Jona- group a their April session. Those
Men from Fulton county recent
IT discharged from the Armed kin of Covington, O. C. Jonakin of wishing to join this club should atIParces include the following list, Fulton, H. W. Jonakin, Raleigh, tend this meeting, dates of which
submitted by Charles Fethe of the Tenn., and N. L. Jonakin of Cleve- will be annoUnced later.
be
land draft board:
land, Ohio; three grandchildren:, Utopia club chosen: "Always
William Harold Riddle, William two brothers, Will Jonakin of Jord your own best self."
Rowell Rucker, Thomas Henderson clan and Islam Jonakin of Hickman.! Object of Utopia club is to provide an opportunity for young
Allen, Johnny Wright. Randal C.
men and joung women, who live
Wilfley, Marion Garmon, J. B. BarHeld Annual
in rural communities, to study their
ber. Harry Richards, Lewis Wood- Lions
and recreational relations
social
Night
rovrw Browder, Joe Browder WilFriday
Banquet
and problems and to engage in useliams. Clyde Brooke Hill and
ful enterprises to the end that their
.laines Turner of Fulton.
Members of the Fulton Lions
be more
Alton B. Hammock. Leroy Smith, Club, wives and guests gathered farm and home life may
Robert D. Vaught, George Franklin at the First Methodist Church satisfying.
Charter members included Miss.-...s
Cozens, Walter C. rchie, Harold last Friday night to enjoy their
CraAvery Rice, Jr., Willie B. Milner, annual banquet, with 132 people in Pauline Waggoner, Charline
Martha K.
James Robert Green, John Ellie attendance. The church
dining vette Dorothy Bryant,
James
Meal. Walter Jowers, Granville E. room was beautifully decorated Floyd, Mrs. Lucille Simpson.
Cecil RobRoberts and Nathaniel Leroy Deal for the occasion with mixed flow- C. Cruce, Fred Collier,
ert Taylor, Billie Campbell, J. C.
-if Hickman.
ers and greenery forming the cenLawwson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Cayce.
of
Moser
Willis Henry
terpiece of the tables. Ladies of
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
the East Fulton Circle served the
Adams Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dowdy,
SISTER OF MRS. JOHN
delightful dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwill, Robof
president
McDade,
Maxville
KING DIES AT HICKMAN
ert M. Adams Charles E. Adams
the Lions Club, welcomed the
and Harold Pewitt.
Kr& Nina Adams, 51, died at her guests. Setated at the head of the
home in Hickman, March 8, after table with him were Mrs. McDade, CAYCE SOLDIER'S
a lingering illness. Funeral services William Scott, Mrs. Scott Mr. and
ENGLISH BRIDE ARRIVES
were conducted there March 10 by Mrs. Lee Anderson of Paducah
Cummings.
Rev. Marvin Miller, her pastor, of- and Mr. and Mrs. Max
Mrs. Joan Grahom, wife of John
The group singing was led by
ficiating. Interment in the Hickman
of Cayce. arrived last
Graham
Charles Gregory. and Rev. Aaron
cemetery.
w'eek end from her native country
gave
rector
Episcopal
of
sister
Bennett,
the
C.
was
Mrs. Adams
of England. She was the first war
the invocation.
fem. John King of Fulton.
bride to arrive here to make her
Mayor
were:
club
Guests of the
in Fulton county.
home
McRube
and Mrs. T. T. Boaz;
BECKMAN SEEKS SHOE
Sgt. Graham has received his
of the Rotary
president
Knight,
FACTORY THRU YMBC
discharge from the Army. Mrs.
club, Mrs. McKnight; Donald Hall,
Graham, who wa.s Joan Bosley of
Mks
guest,
and
YMBC,
secretary
Young Men's Business Club of
England, was married to the
Luton,
Mrs.
Rutherford;
of
Mildred King
in England on March
Hickman met with officials of a
soldier
Cayce
Lion
of
wife
James Mullennix,
Graham has been
Mr.
shoe factory last week to discuss
1945.
the
19,
with
Mullennix who is overseas
and service
restaurant
a
pawns for locating the factory in
operating
Mrs.
armed forces, and her mother,
that city. Harry Barry, president.
station at Cayce since his discharge
Kramer,
Theodore
Cochran;
Eva
pointed out the advantages of laclub in October.
Jr. secretary of the Rotary
bor and power -there. No decision
Kramer; Miss Mignon
Mrs.
and
yet.
THAT
his been reached as
Lion pianist and her IMPORTANT
Wright
CITIZENS SIGN UP
uest, Mrs. Russell Johnson; Rev.
IN SCHOOL CENSUS
Mrs.
. ELECTED
MAC PEWIT'
gnd Mrs. W. E. Mischke,
a
PRESIDENT KAPPA SIGMA Hoyt Moore and Martha Moore.
beThe Annual School Census is
Jack Foy, well known musician
and it is highly
Fulton,
in
taken
community,
ing
this
of
Harvey Mac Pewitt Jr., a soph- and radio star
citizens
numbers on important that parents and
omore in the College of Arts and provided some special
for
takers,
census
with
up
Murray
sign
from
Sciences at the University of Ken- his guitar. Musicians
$19.delight- each school child listed means
a
furnished
H.
Mrs.
College
and
Mr.
State
of
tac-k.y and son
77 with which to operate the Fulton
M. Piewitt, Fulton, has just been ful' program.
supercity schools, W. L. Holland,
ebeeted president of Kappa Sigma
out.
points
intendent
social fraternity at the state uni- REV. E. B. RUCKER
Mrs. Chester Hinkley and Mrs.
versity.
ILL AT PARIS Martin Nall, field workers, are enr"ountering difficulties in making
SOUTH FULTON P. T. A.
Rev. E. B. Rucker, former Fulton the cenaus, because people fail hi
MEETS MAR91 29, 'MO minister, has been ill of pneumonia answer the door. Every co-operaat the Nobles hospital, Paris, Tenn. tion should be given in this census
He was a Methodist 'pastor of the for the good of the school.
Fulton
South
• 'Members of the
Circuit, prior to his retireP. T. A. group will meet March 29 Fulton
last November.
Mrs. Henry Davis, of 707 Walnut
at 7:30 p. m. The pmgram will be ment
Fulton, Pas just received
Street,
with
party,
apron
an
around
Wilt
instructed by rea- word that her husband, Henry
are
wise
The
Hugh
Mrs.
all.
for
entertainment
minds by experience; DiViS. has arrived in the States. He
Atkins, finance chairman, urges all son, ordinary
brutes has served 24 months in the Arrny,
parents to obtain apron.s for stu- the stupid by necessity; and
with 19 months service in Europe.
by instinct. -Cicero.
dents to bring to the party.

NUMBER NINE

SERVICE NOTES
T-4 Marshall B. Rogers, Fulton,
Route 5, has received his discharge
from the Army.
Pfc. Marvin R. Boyd, Water Valley, Route 2, has received his discharge from the Army.
Cpl. Glenn Bard has received his
discharge from service.
Cpl. Robert H.. Pewitt, Fulton,
Route 1, has received his discharge
f.om the Army.
Pfc. James Cardwell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Cardwell of Fulton,
is enroute to the States aboard ship
Marine Falcon, which left Yokahoma, March 12.
James Mann, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Adrain Man, is now stationed at
Camp Pickett, Va.

Weakley Farm Bureau
Meets Friday Night
F. H. Riddle of Fulton Will Talk on
Rural Telephone Development; Bureau Drives
for Members.

Weaklvy County Farm Bureau
Members of the Fulton County
will hold its check-up and pep-up
Homemakers Association held their
meeting at the court house in Dresannua 1 Spring Advisory Coun.cil
den, Friday night, March 22, at 7:meeting in the basement of the
30 o'clock, Raymond McNatt, presMethodist Church in Cayce, Friday,
ident stated this week. Community
March 15, with Mrs. Billie McGechairrnen are charged with the
hee, president, presiding.
Eight
responsibility of -inviting and helpclub presidents and ten project
ing to arrange transportation for
leaders answered roll .call by Mrs.
those to attend who will sign a new
C. L. Shaw, county secretary.
contract of membership, and help
Miss Margaret Howward, Fulton
Weakley county reach its goal for
county county home demonstration
the 25th anniversary.
agent, Miss Claudia Weinman,
Pvt. Will D. Patrick, son of W. A.
Below is the report- received
Graves county home demonstration Patrick, while in route to Westover,
agent, and Miss Zelma Monroe, as-. Mass. is spending a 15-day fur- I from the State office of the new
members just signed in the followsistant state agent, were present at lough with his parents.
ing counties: Bedford 160, Carmon
the meeting.
101, Giles 127, Hickman 153, HumAn interesting report on the
Julius J. Morgan, SM3c, 219
Federation meeting at Farm and Lake-st., has received his discharge phreys 123, Maury 123, Marshcall
122, Montogomery 110, Smith 138,
Home Week was given by Mrs. form the Navy.
and Sumner 250. President McNatt
Paul Choate, who also read the reurges Weakley county farm leaders
port of the state citizenship chairT-3 James H. Hagan, son of Mr.
to exceed their goal.
man, Mrs. Gulley.
Highlands,
of
L.
Hagan
and Mrs. J.
"Those who are interested in
The Council set a goal of $25.00 this city, called his parents all the
to be raised by Fulton county clubs way from Stuggart, Germany, last better telephone seevice will be
for the Myrtle Weldon College week. Young Hagan said he ex- glad to know that F. H. Ftiddle,
Loan Fund.
pected to be home in June. He left manager Southern Bell Telephone
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, citizenship March 21 far a sight-seeing tour Company of Fulton, will explain to
you Friday night the development
chairman, asked that each club con- of Rome, Italy.
of rural telephone service," Mr.
tribute to the pLyground equipment which the county voted to do
S. Sgt. Guy W. Fry, 700 Third- McNatt points out. "He knows
farm problems, for he was born.on
as their citizenship project last st.. has received his discharge.
a farm himself. He started (PA
fall. Plans have been made to place
day labor with the telephone peomuscles bars in the six county
Tennes705
Kimbell,
H.
William
ple,and by his own effort and iniaschools this Spring.
see-st, has received his discharge.
tive has made advancement. He
Mrs. McGehee gave a report of
and you will
the district planning meeting in
Cpl. John M. Rice, son of Mr. speaks our language,
Paducah and urged that each pre- and Mrs. W. B. Rice, Union City, enjoy hearing him, and so will your
sident see that as many as possible Route 4, has arrived back in the neighbors."
from her club go to a district meet- States, after being overseas for
Refreshments of ice cream and
ing in Mayfield, April 29. She gave 13 months, in the ETO with the cake will be served.
some of the highlights of the meet- Medical Detachment of the Air
home soon
ing, which included the talk on Forces. He expects to
Former South Fultotir
Brazil by Mrs. Wanda Wilkins. Mrs. after receiving his discharge at
Man Naxned As Acting
Wilkins was on the program during Atterbury, Ind.
Farm and Home Week.
City Mgr. Of Paducah
Mrs. Gene Dowdy, in her 4-H
Drive
Cross
Red
clubs!
the
that
club report, asked
Chas. A. Williams Was City Athelp furnish the drinks at the
Reaches Half Way
torney Here Before the War;
Spring Rally to be held in May at
Mark In Fulton
Active In Civic Affairs
Western and Cayce..Councl voted
to furnished chocolate milk.
Reached;
Charles A. Williams, former FulThe afternoon session was spent Goal of $3,400 Must Be
ton attorney, and attorney for the
Rev. Sam Ed Bradley In
in program discussion. Miss Moncity of South Fulton, before enterroe led the group by first giving
Charge of Local Drive.
int military service, has been namsome facts on th eneeds of Kentucky Agriculture brought out by
Committees have been out on ed as acting city manager of Paduthe committee for Kentucky with one drive to collect contributions cah, succeeding Harry G. McElwee,
Dean Thomas Cooper as chairman. to the Red Cross Drive in Fulton, city manager since Feb. 24, 1943.
Mr. Williams is well known in
Miss Howard gave facts of condi- which is under the direction of Rev.
in Obion
tions in Fulton county.
Sam Ed Bradley, pastor of the this section. He vvas born
The presidents will carry on a First Baptist Church, who reports County, Tenn., and attended South
program of discussion in each of that the halfway mark has been Fulton schools and Vanderbilt University where he received a law dethe clubs, after which a program of reached.
He enlisted in the
work for Fulton county will be set
A goal of $3,400 must be reached gree in 1939.
Army as a private in 1940, and
up in May.
in Fulton, and donations have not
when discharged in 1944 had atyet been reported from the railroad,
the rank of captain. He servtained
factory,
garment
S. G. RUSSELL DIES
Seigel
and
theatre
months
overseas in the 'south20
ed
busilocal
of
number
CITY
IN OKLAHOMA
as well as a
west Pacific theatre.
ness firms.
He was active in civic affairs
All committees are urged to get
S. G. Russell, heating and plumbhere, and since going to Paducah
ing contractor, died suddeAry last their reports in, and those who
has resumed activity there, being
week at his home in Oklamoha have not contributed to the Red
of the Kentucky Active
commander
do
to
urged
are
atdrive
a-heart
Cross in this
City. Death was due to
Militia, in Paducah.
so at once. Donations may be left
tack. Mr. Russell was a 615ther
He will act as city manager at
law, of J. D. Davis of this city, at the City Coal Co.
Paducah until the board of comand was well known here. His
missioners appoints another perHOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE
wife is the former Thelma Davis.
to serve permanently in that
son
two
leaves
he
Besides his widow,
capacity.
of
schedule
the
of
is
Brittain
The following
children, Mrs. Gilbert
Fulton
Oklahoma. and S. G. Russell Jr., work for Homemakers in
FARM MEETING DRAWS
county during the week of March
of Oklahoma City.
•
LARGE CROWD AT
Funeral services and burial were 25 to 29:
meeting,
SCHOOL
Homemakers
and
Mr.
FULTON
City.
SOUTH
26,
Oklahoma
March
held in
March
Tyler, Mrs. J. H. Johnson;
Mrs. Davis atended the services.
Cayce,
In the final of a series of farm
27, Homemekers meeting,
28, meetings held recently at the South
Mrs. Daisy Bondurant; March
PARENTS OF YOUNG
Sylvan Fulton, approximately 150 farrners
meeting,
Homemakers
KING RECEIVE THE
and their wives attended. This was
PURPLE HEART AWARD Shade, Mrs. Eunice Maddox.
the fourth of the series held reoentSCHOOL
ly in interest of membership in
Mr. and Mrs. Carl King, parents SOUTH FULTON
MAKES CLOSING PLANS the farm bureau of Obion comity.
of James Thomas King, Seaman
South Fulton's high school' band
First Class, who was drowned when
underway gave a concert prior to the supper,
Plans are now getting
the U. S. S. Indianapolis went
conprograms to be
and the program was enjoytd by
down, have received the Purple for a seres of
of all.
period
ducted in the closing
Heart for their son.
according to
Bureau
Farm
"Advantage of
The Indianapolis with most of South Fulton school,
.
Membership" was the topic ofi• the
its crew was sunk by enemy action Mr. Eller, superintendent
given talk made by Fenner Heathcott,
The Junior Class play was
June 30, 1945. This ship was atweek, with president of Obion County Tarm
this
of
were
night
crew
the
Thursday
of
some
tack, when
the stu- Bureau. Fred Latimer, membership
killed. The ship was brought to much interest taken by
the school. chairman, spoke briefly on the
the United States for repairs, and dent body and patrons of
School will close at South Ful- drive.
young King came home fo ar short
Harry Bushart presided over the
leave. The Indianapolis was the ton on May 16th.
Graduation exercises will be con- meeting. He is representative of
first ship to invade the beach of
the Obion County Farm Bureau in
3aipan. James was also in the in- ducted on May 15.
will be this community, and is a mtinber
Baccalaureate services
vasion of Kinawa and Iwo Jima.
held at the First Baptist Church by of the board. He made an interest12.
ing talk on Fertilizer.
Mr...and Mrs. Sam Datnron of "fv. Sam Fri Bradley, on May
There are fourteen seniors this
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
for THE NEWS'
Damron and Alvin Jene Saturday. year-eleven girls and thre? boys.1•Subscribe Now

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. ri_LTON. KENTUCKY
much the same thing. Those wants. the Seed has been planted that
even though they were born of men will one day give Americans kindlJ. PAUL BUSHART
experiencing one of lofe's most ier spirit between two generations
Editor and Publisher
tragic events, war, are but little than the world has ever witnessed.
different from the degires of all
A demonstration of this spirit can
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
men and women. Peace, security today be witnessed in almost every
!tittered as second class matter June and happinelsk remain the funda- community. of the Nation, whether
38, 1983, at the post office at Fulton, mental elements of living.
it be in rural or urban America.
tLy.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
this is a typical
If there is a difference in the Exemplifying
meeting of an American Legion
OBrTUARIES. Card of. Thanks, emotional attitude of the two genwas the providing
Business Notices and Political Car* e:ation s of veterans it favors the Post which
veterans reaction. Hav&erased at the rates specified by stability of the modern veteran. ground for
of experience of
Perhaps this can be traced to the ing the benefit
advertising department.
frsm their older
affairs
veterans
trahe
which
over
smoother path
Subscription rates radius ad 18 vels after his sepgration from the comrades the young veteran instillmiles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Else- service than was the case in 1918. ed into the Legion's thinking a
has -touched off the
etsere $2.00 a year.
He realizes his bed will not he spark which
will one day give
made of roses but his confidence torch which
burning desire for
new
a
America
he
knowning
jarred
too
cannot be
principles.
democratic
the
absorb
to
has several cushions
shock should be stumble in the
MOTHER NATURE
process of reconversion. Legislation such as The American Legion
A great, deal has been written on
sponsored G. I. Bill of Rights, unVETERANS--CITIZEN OR
farrn woodlands are impor
why
higher
compensation,
PROBLEM CHILD? employment
successful farmer.
to,a
tant
employment
and
mustering out pay
It has been pointed out, for exhave done much to rebenefits
many
experienced
Having
lieve his battle weary mind of the ample, that the pulpwood cut from
rnonths of peace since the end of
nightmare of selling apples and a farm woodland will give its ownthe war with Japan, the, Nation has
er a regular cash dividend.
pencils.
been able to answer definitely one
cohort
, Arid -it has often been, explained
his
of
understanding
The
of its war-time questions. That
pulpwood cutting can be done
that
experienced
who
years
question being, how will the vete- of other
off-seasons and that, by usyears
during
war
post
of
ran of World War II assimilate him- the same pang
propery forestry methods, a
self back into normal living socie- did much to act as the shock ab- ing
expected to grow
ty? What was really meant was, sorber in 1935. Having experienced woodlot can be
time goes on.
woult the new veteran be a pro- the problems of adolescence the haelthier trees as
Yet there is another important
parent eases the difficult years for
bleza chikl.
411nost 28 years ha.s transpired, his child. Likewise, the doughboy reason. This reason is Mother Nabetween the end of the two world understood better than anyone G. ture herself.
conflicts, and the thinking mind of I. Joe. The comradeship between
We know that Nature. created
man has remained very much the these two generations has not had three distinct types of .soil: land
grazing
same. Basically, the veteran of both time to fully blossom during the suitable for cultivation,
World War I and II wanted very storms of the post war months but land. and land best fitted for growing trees.
It has been the sad experience of
many an unhappy farmer, that, by
stripping his woodland of trees and
ploughing under his pasturelarid,
he merely succeeded in reducing
his surrounding
the fertility of
acres.
Science had proyed that both pasWe take much pride and interest in serving our patrons
tureland and woodland are vital
and invite you to visit us often.
forces in protecting and preserving
the fertility of adjacent land. This
is so because pasture grass and
trees; create a reservoir for keeping
moisture in the soil while preventing top soil from blowing away.
Without this natural method the
PAN-AM GASOLINE, MOTOR OILS
world would soon become a great
"dustbowl."
See us for your Garden Seed, Onion Sets, Seed Potatoes
Farmers who break the laws of
nature soon find out that Nature
will repay them for their foolishPHONE 300
ness by reducing their crop yields
barren.
eacii isar until their lands are
A auccesful farmer recognizes 'the
differences in soiL He produces

The Fulton County News

all

WE INVITE YOU

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

Counce's Grocery and
Service Station

annual crops on certain crops. His
nearby pastures.
cattle graze on
And always some land is reserved
for growing top quality pulpwood
on those acres where pulpwood has
proven to be the best crop.
LADIES, WE SALUTE YOU
During the past several months
the number of women in the civilian labor force has droPPed about
5,000,000 below the 1945 t•cord of
20,000,000.
hi many lines of war work our
women demonstrated skill equal
and sometimes superior to that of
men. Now, thousands of women
have returned to their own homes
and families, and long deferred
marriages are taking other copules
into new homes.
It is important to note that more
than 2,000.000 girls in their teen
age rolled up their sleeves to do
war work. They have now given
up the obs they held until a few
months ago.
Folks, take your hats off to
America's women and -girls. Not
many of them have slowed down
reconversion.

their 1946 production plans in order to contribute further to meeting
the critical world-wide needs for
food. Our Secretary haemade a reall production
of
examination
goals.
Specifically requested are goal
increases of 1,000,000 acres of wheat
1,000,000 acrei of corn in the Corn
Belt and additional acreages of
both corn and grain sorghums in
other areas, 1,110,000, acres of soybeans, and 100,00Q•acres of emooth
dry edible peas.

WONDERS THAT WON'T WORK
The wage-price policy will not
stopp inflation, which is growing
in size and volume. And any backward turn to revive wartime powers will be unfortunate. The results of today indicate that many
of our strikes might have been settled if the Government had used
more prar_•tical renedies, instead of
encouraging the CIO and the United Mine Workers. The Government
policy with reference to prive-fixmg doesn't help matters, either.
Hasn't the tiune arrived when the
United States needs Less Government in Private Business?
ANDERSON ASKS FOR
BIGGER CROPS

FOR

HEALTH'S SAKE—
SEE YOUR

CHIROPRKTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

DR. B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Stare
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Bay cud picot' BROADBENT'S
"DOSBLE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
•Broadtiont'sllylirideplaced first in many
county produc4ion sontests last year.
•Broadbent's extra yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
• White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
• Let Broadbent's "Double Extra" hylSrids help
you make more money in 1946 with mons
bushels per acre.
Buy Broadbent's hybrid seed corn from

S (c-_. con
BROADBENT'
KY
,
v
3YBRIDS
Hickman Hardware Co., Hickman, Ky.
A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Ky.

Secretary of Agriculture Anderson has asked farmers to revise

('‘

0

'

'

• grriVVID

Martin Highway, Near South Fulton Scheel

(0518E6661
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You'll look diffreent this Spring
in an interesting. more feminine
way. Your wardrobe will blossom forth with softly contoured
clothes, more ease and fullness,
more swish and flare. Get set
to lead the style parade by selecting your new costumes here.

41400 Co4T
a

QUALITY

Choose from a'plenty,lady.

SEED AND FERTILIZER

For in our shop, you can
pick your print, be it conversational,

or

geometric

flower-gay. Come in

today and see our wonderful, new
collection
of

HOME

'
'

spring dresses--prints and
solids.
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ALL KINDS OF FIEI.D SEED, HYBRID SEED CORN, FERTILIZER AND FENCEING
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—AND when you need GROCERIES AND FRESH MEATS
you can depend on our QUALITY and PROMPT,
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CABBAGE PLANTS, ONION SETS, ONION SLIPS, SEED IRISH POTATOES.
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NOW is the time to start your Spring planting and the quality of seeds you sow determines the
quality vegetables and flovrers that grow this; summer. Order your weds from us--We carry
only the finest.
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SPRiNG COAT
$19.20

Accessories for your Spring Outfit
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L. KASNOW

Fulton, Kentucky
448 LAKE Ill'.

FULTON, RT.

FRE
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too. Old-fashioned customs had a
long history, for it took them to bec.ome widely scattered. In our day
customs have become widespread in
a few seasons.

STANDARDIZING FOLK
CUSTOMS

lore

There is a popular idea that folk
Much has been made in recent
customs cease to be when civilizalion gets hold of them. Education years of the way in which our Sank many ways does destroy folk- to Clauce grew up. In little over a
him has develWAYS but it also standardizes them, century as we know
oped and become standardized. Clemtnt C. More's "Twas the Night Before Christmas" and, later Thomas
Nast's cartoons fixed in tile minds
of our immediate ancestors what
had certainly been rather hazy before, that is, the conventional Santa
—for—
Claus, with long beard, red clothes,
and reindeer team. In spite of the
fact that my own parents grew up
of
conception
with little of this
Christmas, by the time I was born
Santa Claus was the very person he
is today. Hanging up stockings had
parents'
my
begun long before
time, but even that custom is modern as compared with many folkways that we see everywhere. The
effectiveness of the press, and much
Cask and Carry Service later, the radio in. standardizing
this jolly version of Saint Nicholas
—Your Patronage Is Al- shows how customs have been cre-

(ALL US

DRY CLEANING

LAUNgY SERVKE

ways Appreciated.
REPAIR WORK

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

I am now able to do Name
repair work on watches and
invite your patronage.

R. M. KIRKLAND
Jeweler
MAIN STUMM

Phone 14

KI.

FULTON

Better Place Your Order
Now For BABY CHICKS
There is going to be a big demand for poultry. Those who get their chciks and feed them out
early are the ones who will profit most. Despite
talk of a scarcity of feed, there is plenty available now. So don't delay about ordering your
your Baby Chicks.
PULLORUM TESTED BABY CHICKS WITH
A PERSONALITY

FULTONNATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 433

FULTON, KY.

INTERIOR
DECORATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY
Phone 85
304 Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

PLUMBING
SERVICE
CALL 825-R
••••••••Imillt.

R.D.STRATTON
Plumber

u

,

(

N'i

•••
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ated and adopted within the mem- as well as it will serve the nation, influence from the Adriatic to Russians are weakening the MVP
ory of the oldest people now living. and be a God-send to both.
Manchuria. They are moving just United Nations.
as far as they dare in attempts to
The making of myths is so steady
Unless there is an improvement
a characteristic of the human mind
The United Nations adopted its undermine the United States and in international relations our Can-.
Our
own
Administration
Britain.
that no amount of education can Charter in San Francisco less than
gress will certainly strike badecheck it. The oldest people I knew nine months ago. It affirrned that and Congress are very uneasy about That might, unfortunate4y, reduce
Affairs.
international
had so completely idealized pioneer "We, the peoples of the United Nathe importance of the United Nalife that I was throughly grown be- tions" are "determined to save
Every day the tension tightens tions to the same level as the lafore I even thought of trying to get succeeding generations from the
between the Russia nand United mented League of Nations.
a true picture of it. The next gen- scourage of war . . . . to affirm
States Government. There is a beeration. my parents
and
their faith and fundmental rights. . . to lief that amounts almost to conMen of dissolute lives have little
friends in the same fashion myth- establish conditions under whicb
viction that Russians are strength- incentive to look forward to the
oligized the Cival War, and they did justice and respect for the obligaening and building up Communism hopes and glories of immortality.
a very excellent job of it. To this tions arising.from treaties and other
in the United States. While our A due conception of these would be
day most people know the myths sources of international laws can
Nation is preaching and practising be in compatible with such a lite-oligized the Civil War, and they did be maintained." The document was
pear.... and good-will on earth the Beecher.
tual history. It would be as im- very long and voered nineteen difpossible to substitute the truth about ferent chapters. In effect it was
some of our heroes of that time as it what we would regard as a Decwould be to reveal the actual Rich- laration of Independence and a
ard III in opposition to Shakespear's Constitution.
conception of this. Abe. Lincoln
But the plan isn't working satand Robert E. Les are largely ab- isfactorily. Russia has gumme
.d up
:tractions to most Americans, North the machinery.
or South. Effort to reveal that LinNo one ever suppposed that polcoln was in no sense the crude, piicies and principals of World Govoneer man he is so often pictured
ernments would be reduced to a
are usually met with sneers from
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE
common understanding, inasmuch
even fairly well educated people
as different peoples in all parts of
Similar efforts to show Lee as oththe World have their own habits
er than a
demi-god are hopeless.
and customs, as well as many
People know what they want to beforms of government. Russia mislieve and are determined to see only
behaves so badly and is so brutal
through the eyes of the imagination.
in its defiance of the rights of the
The rectn World War was on a people of the United Nations that
such a huge scale that the inYth- our Americans are losing faith in
makers did not have as good a the big Bear. We never expected
chance to develop some myths as the Russia mind to be the same as
did the romances who created the ours. But we expected honest coWE SELL-pleasing fictions of the Civil War. cperation to keep the peace, and in
Newspapers
peace
permanent
Of course, in time we may- have establishing
Popular Magazines
plenty of fiction about our rceent throughout the World.
Cold Drinks
Tobaccos
heroes. In the nature of things,
Confections
It is impossible to overlook the
however, it will be harder to defact that the Russians are advanct
AA
velop romance about them than it
ing into territories and countries
used to be. With newspapers and
where they have no business to go.
radios everywhere, it is pretty difThey are windening their political
ficult to give the folk flavor to
hard facts that formerly had many
106 Lake Street Extension
of their edges taken off before they
down into every-day conversation.
The death of Colin Kelley, however,
REAL ESTATE and
shows how hard we tried to make
a dramatic death - symbolic of the PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
whole struggle. It is a strange
commentary on our human nature OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANK—PHONE 61
that nothing in the whole war had
the folk possibilities of Floyd Coland City Property
twenty Farm
lins in Sand Cave some
List or Buy With Us!
years ago. By contract, the Cival
War had many times the number
of our folk stories that World War
II brought. Think of such famous
things as the Man without a Country. Barbara Frietchie, Sherman's
Mareh to the Sea, Stonewall JackIf some one is bitten by your dog;
Jeb. Stuart's
son's personality,
dare-devil career, etc., etc. Almost!
Or injured on your preimses;
before the smoke drifted away from
a battlefield, some poet or songwriter had caught the spirit of the
Or property damaged by your children;
great deed, like Sam Davis's refusal
to betray the secret message he
Phone 1261
If you are interested in the dozens of things
bore, and had written or sung what
It
known.
became universally
For Pick Up and
You are protected against for $10.00 confer with
will be interesting to see what deeds
remain in public notice in the years
Delivery Service
that are to follow the recent World
Wa r.
Radio Tubes, Parts and Batteries
in Stock. One day service on all
makes radios. Located in the
rear of
5

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
JIFFY CA11PHONE 23

Jiffy Newstand

CHAS. W. BURROW

Lots of Ways To Get
Caught---For Example

HAM'S
RADIO
SERVICE

Atkins Insurance Agency

13ARS
DO

PHONE No.

Jiffy Cab Bldg.
Opposite Orpheum Theatre

Only seven percent of t h e
world's population lives in the
United. States, yet that seven per
cent is something. We own half
of the world's telephones, a third
of the world's railway mileage, a
thir d of the improved highways,
60 per cent of the life insurance,
R3 per cent of the automobiles; we
own a radio set for every three
persons, have more money invested
in educational plants than the entire world. We have one motor
car every four persons; Russia has
one for every 252, and this could
be definitely continued.
All these luxuries and conveniences are the result of Free Enterprise under a capitalistic system,
which allows every man an opportunity to climb the ladder of
world
success. This prosperity
doubtless astonish Karl Marx who
) and
we hoppe looks down (or up.
views ithe wonder the progress of
America.
A good and fair act on the part
of Congress, will serve labor just

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vatail

PasteurizedMilk--"THE SAFE MILK"

bacon Deponclahatz
Beauty
Permanence
Strength

t":

Sold Only Thra
Punerel Directors. i
Made end Serviced by

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

Pasteurized products
have become recognized as the safest and
best for building and
keeping good health.
We take great pride
in serving thousands of
satisfied customers in
the Ken-Tenn territory.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

FULTON PURE MILK CO.
"HOME OF PASTEURIZED MILK"
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in communities throughout the nation, and fortunate is a community
with a good locker plant. Throughout the world there is a shortage
of food, but here in the South where
.Fred Sawyer Installs New Locker so much food is produced there
should never be any reason for there
System With 310 Lockers;
a
with
being insufficient food
Only Limited Number
planned system of storage and preAvailable
servation of perishable foods.

Work Starts On
Frozen Food Locker
Plant In Fulton

People of the Ken-Tenn Territory are awake to the advantages
of a frozen food locker plant, and
many have already signed up for a
locker in the new plant being installed in Fulton by Fred Sawyer,
4ocal grocerman and market operator.
C. J. Whitson and construction
crew for R. A. Baxton & Son of
Covington, Tenn., started work here
this week at the Sawyer Market,
234 Fourth-st Extension, and it is
esimated that the plant will be ready
in approximately six weeks. Mr.
Sawyer's plant will have 310 lockers, and most of these have already
been signed for by people of this
limited
a
community. However
number of lockers are yet available, and those desiring one should
contact Mr. Sawyer at once in order to beossured that they will ob'
Min one.
The main 1m-ter plant here will
te 17 1-2 by 31,feet, with 310 loekers. In addition there will be a pre:ool room and a chill room for pro
t-essing the food before placing in
'the locker room.
These locker systems are doing a
'wonderful job in preserving food

WHAT'S NEW

every night, get up refreshed and
ready for a hearty breakfast and
I have regained twelve pounds of
my lost weight,
" gratefully de_dares Mr. J. E. Owen, assistant
manager of the Bell Wholesale
Grocery Co., of Baxter, - Ky.
"I got to the point where it was
iurely an affort to stay on the job,"
continued Mr. Owen. "I had no appetite and did not know what it
was to get a good night's rest. I
seemed full of toxic poison and
was dcompelled to use laxatives
practically every day. My weight
was down fifteen pounds and I
felt so miserable every waking
hour that it was difficult to concentrate on book work and calcu-

Permanent waves that take no
longer than a finger wave have
been introduced. No maohine is
needed. The. hair is set in pin curls
with a special lotion, covered for
a few minutes, sprayed with a lotion dried and combed out. The
In England, William D. Kendall, results is said to be a soft loose
is starting production of a 1,000
pound, rear-engined car to sell for
about $400. The three-cylinder radial engine is air-cooled, and the exhaust helps drive a flywheel,
giving the car a top speed of 60
miles an hour with 40 miles to a
gallon. The pressed-steel body contains four seats. The uggage compartment is under the forward

A recently demonstrated French
plane is equipped witn wings, each
of which is made in two sections
so the outer half can be telescoped
into the inner half. The pilot may
use the maximum wing area of 38/.4
hood.
square feet for a take-off or the
minimum wing area of 204 square
Raincoats of the future may be
feet for level flight.
carried in a woman's pocketbook.
They weigh six or eight ounces
Statistics show that the bedroom and fod into packages ittle longer
is the scene of more fatal accidents than cigaret cases. Fabricated of
among adults than any other room vinyl plastic they retain full flexin the home . . . . smoking in bed ibility in cold weather.
is blamed for one-half the accidents.
Success in transplanting hearts
from one animal to another has
A new type of all aluminum
been reported by Prof. N. P. Sinit
Venetia] blind that can be taken
of the Gorki Medical Institute, who
apart by the housewife, cleaned,
was quoted by the Soviet press as
and reassembled in a few minutes,
saying his experiments gave hope
is now being manufactured.
that some time it might be possible
to:-replace defected hearts in highDishwashers that do eight operaer animals with sound ones. Prof.
tions at one touch of a button
Sinit used frogs n his first experiwithout the use of soap will be
ments and later such warm blooded
ready soon. Dishes are automatianimals as dogs, he said. "It was
cally sprayed, washed, rinsed and
found that the animal to which
dried.
the second heart had been added
acted in a perfectly normal manner," he added.

Retonga His Numbor 1
Medicine Says Grocer
Mr. Owen Says He Regained 12 Lbs. Work and
Rests Well Again. No
Longer Resorts to Harsh
Laxatives.
"Thanks to Retonga, I now rest

Heated electrically without the
use of wire coils, but containing
certain chemical compand to make
it conduct electric current thoughout, a ne wrubber heating pad consumes less eleetricity than heaters
constructed with coiled wire.

As freedom is the only sallagmall
wave which will last for at! least
of governments, so are cutler tea
three months.
moderation generally necessary lbs
preserve freedom. —Maculay.
Plans to build a 150 h. p. automobile designed to cruise at 100
The recovery of freedom is se
miles per hour and to sell for approximatey $1,000 have been an- splendid a thing that we must Got
nounced by a Michigan engineer shun even death when seeloisig to
and manufacturer.
recover it. —Cicero.

Let's have a Coke

WIRED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE

COLA COMPANY SY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

lations.
"I had heard so much about Retonga that I bought several bottles and took thern home. One bottle gave me so much rplief I knew
I was right in deciding to use this
famous medicine.
"I began to ,crave food, and rest
well. It wasn't long before I found
I had regained twelve pounds. Also
the constipation has been relieved
and I am no longer a " laxative
hound", as the saying is. Of all
medicines, Retonga is No. 1 with
me and I always keep it in my
home."
Retonga is purely herbal stomachic, medicine combined with liberal ennuititiees of Vitamin B-1 and
is intended to relieve distress due
to insufficient flow of gastric
juices in the stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiericy and
constipation. There is only one Retonga. It may be obtained at DeMyer Drug Co.

Bakery Specials
Friday and Saturday, March 22-23
CLOVER LEAF' ROLLS

15c

Dipped in butter, Dozen

CHERRY-NUT CAKE

65c

Rich, creamy cherry-nut icing

COCOANUT PIE

35c
30c

Plenty fresh grated cocoanut

COFFE:E ROLI.S
Fruit filled, Dozen

FINCH'S :11•111
211 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Hy.

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED

HYBRID SEED CORN
Stop guessing.
corn. It pays.

Plant a home grown certified yellow hybrid

Soft grain, stiff, good root perfectly growed High germination,
Place your ortier now while you can get any size grain to fit
your planter. Or get your sack at local dealer.

AH...Your Son a Capitalist!
Now--it's just a penny in a piggy bank.
But soon his piggy will be full. Then the
pennies will be taken to a real savings bank.
There they will accumulate and grow
into dollars. Because the bank can put
your son's dollars to work, he will receive
interest. Then someday he can take bix
money out of the bank and start a little
business of his own choosing.
Let's follow this young capitalist a step
farther. He is supplying an es e' ntial public
need and is a succ-ess. But he requires
money with which to expand. His friends
invest their savings and a corporation is
formed. The enlarged business provides

additional employment, pays its share of
city, county, state and federal taxes, helps
build the community.
This is the story of business-managed
electric compznies like Kentucky Utilities
Company. lviany of its 12,000 ownez-stockholders are Kentuckians. And it gives
employment to 1,100 good citizens.
*

The story has many variations, for it is
the story also of our whole American
economic system, with its highest of all
living standards. By preserving it, we
continue to open doors of opportunity for
all litde boys and girls with piggy bank&

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Produce* By

Helping You Save Pennies Through Lose Coet, Dependable Electric Service

S. 13 — Charles E. Wright, Fulton. Route 1.
Ky. 103 — Robert Thompson Fulton, Route 1.
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MALCO FULTON SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY Plans Go Forward
s
For Opening Of
Baseball Season
Fiist Home Game Here May
With Union City Will Be
Booster Event

.

9

Plans a're going forward for the
opening of the Kitty League season May 7th, when Fulton Will
play at Union City. A drive will
be conducted th'S. latter part of
March to rais,e7funds to prepare
the Fairfield Park. and to carry a
local club through the season.
,May 9th, when Union City comes
to Fulton, Tor the first home
game,' will be designated as Boost;
0: Day here. A program for the
opening day is being arranged under the auspices of the Young Meri's
Business Club, and booster day,
tickets will be offered for sale
througlf6ut this community, with
proceeds going into the baseball
fund to see the local club through.
the season.
Manager Holladay 'will return to
Futon soon.• to ,start the Sprifig
training session' here during April;
Fulton has a: hook-uP with the
IVIemphis Chicks, and a number of
good playe,rs are already under
contract. A total of 120 games will
be played during the season, 60
at home and 030: on the road, with
the Shaugnessy play-off to follow
regular schedule of games.

Akti
' Payne, Connie Mae.hall and Maureen 0Hara pose for a family pieties
.1" John
in the tender love ctorv,..5cntimental Journey; with William tlendbt.

CHARLES WILLIAMS
WOODROW FULLER CLASS
HEADS PADUCAH JR.
BANQUETS THURS. NIGHT
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Charles A. Williams, 30 year-old
attorney of Paduach, and forrner
Army captain, has been elected
president of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce in that city, succeeding
Paul Friendlander. Young Williams
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Williams, south of Fulton.
Mr. Williams, who is acting city
manager of Paducah, went to that
City in September, 1944, following
his discharge from the Army. He
served 20 months in the Southwest
Pacific. He has established his
own law office in Paducah.

Hard to resist,easy to wear Johnnye two-piecer
with gay floral embroidery trim, novelty pearl
buttons and patch pockets on blouse. Saucy,
smart with its front and bock kickpleated skirt. In Junior Sizes 9 to 15. $6•80

IIVITY SHOP
Johnnye Junior Style and Mat No. 701

Members of the South Fulton
Junior and Senior 4-H clubs will
attend the Obion county 4-H Club
Rally at Union City, Saturday,
March 23,and wilj compete for the
award fOr .the best stunt. "Advantages for Living in the Country"
will be the stunt featured.
The South Fulton clubs are two
of the largest in the county, the
Seniors having 45 members, and
the Juniors 35. Claud Williams and
Mrs. Williams Smith are the leaders at South Fulton.

RECIPE OF THE WEEK
JOHNNYE • ,JOHNNYE • jOHNNYE

For a real teaste of spring,
there's nothing like a piece of juicy
rose-pink rhubard pie. With con-

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.
A411.4

E'SW)11.cr:

today.

Beware Cou
from common co ds
That Hang On

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat el the
trouble to help loosen aild expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature tomcats
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your
to sell you a bottle of Creomulstdorn=
the understanding you must like the
way it quickly allays the cough or you.
are to have your money back.

CREOMULSIO
N
grostchitie
For Coughs, Chest Colds,

e

SOUTH FULTON 4-H
CLUBS TO ATTEND
OBION COUNTY RALLY

servation needs in mind, Miss
Florence Imlay, foods specialist at
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics, sugUnion City Signs
gests that white corn syrup be
Up Johnny Gill As
substituted for a part of the sugar
Baseball Manager called for, and that the pie be
made with only a bottom crust,
Walter Ward, business manager thus saving flour.
KitGreyhounds,
City
of the Union
3 cups rhubard
ty league eptry, had signed up
1-2 cup sugar
manJohnny Gill Of •Nashville as
3 tablespoons flour
ager for the 1046 season. Gill is
1-4 teaspoon salt
well known in organized baseball,
Dash of nutmeg
and has had plenty of experience
1 egg
in both major and minor leagues.
1 cup white corn syrup
hitting
outleft-handed
Gill, a
Wash and cut the unpeeled rhubasefielder, broke into organized
bard in inch pipeces or less. Comball in 1925, with the Knoxville bine flour and sugar, salt and nutSmokies of the Southern Associa- Meg. Beat the egg, add the syrup,
tion The next year he was with rhubard an dthe dry ingredients.
Shreveport in the Cotton States, Place in unbaked pieshell and
bake
jumping from there to the Cleve- 30 minutes in moderately hot oven,
with
land Indians. He remained
425 degrees.
the American league for two seaMenu: Oven-browned
canned
sons. Then from there to the Three- beef, baked potatoes, greens, gela1 League, on the Baltimore in the tine vegetable salad, corn sticks,
International loop. After two sea- butter and
rhubard pie.
sons with the Orioles, he joined
he
seasons,
two
Chattanooga. Aiter
went with the Washington Senators. Gill then played successively wwith Mineapolis, Chicago Cubs,
San Frincisco. Chattanooga, NashPortland and
ville. Baltimore,
Seatle.

OF REUABLE FABRICS
'IIELSHAN"

%.74,VailiMAU.S

As a climax of a recent ccntest
between the Reds and the Whites
in the Woodrow Fuller Bible Class
at the First Baptist Church, an
enjoyable banquet was held at the
church cafeteria Thursday night.
The committee in charge did a
swell job in preparing a delightful meal.
ReV. A. E. Autrey, former pastor
of the First Baptist Church of
this city, was a special guest for
the occasion, and delivered a fine
message in the auditorium immediately following the supper.

Subscribe for The MEWS

watiellUICK1 EASY!

GET THE

\

50oz
ECONOMY
PACKAGE'

G 11/4-11-A-N TEED

SETTER THAN ALL SOAPS
SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS
For svashing dishes,glassware, cooking tnenaas,sitks,.
rayons, hosiery, woodwork, floors. 50 home uses!
YOUR GROCER HAS IT NOW!
'
1
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Construction Work Starts
Frozen Food Locker Plant
ON

Contractors are now busy building the new Frozen Food Locker
Plant at our place of business, 234 Fourth-st Extension, and they . estimate that the plant will be ready in about six weeks. We are glad to announce this good news to our many patrons, and urge that those who
have been desiring a locker, and have not already signed up for one do so
at once, for we feel confident that there are not going to be enough lockers to go around, even though we will have a 300-locker system.

The Perishable Season Is
Just Ahead
"IPS A PLEASURE
TO' DINE OUT--"
This expression is often made by our patrons, because we take great pride
in serving them good, wholesome meals, in a courteous, friendly marmer.
We invite you to eat with us regularly, or on special occasions when you,
your family or guests wish to dine out.
REGULAR DINNERS — SHORT ORDERS — SANDWICHES — HOT
AND COLD DRINKS — DESSERTS

The Steak Houk
LAKE STREIT

FORMERLY

LoWiltso

cmis

The strawberry and fruit season, with the year around protection
needed for perishable foods, will place heav-y demands upon The Frozen
Food Locker Plant. Those wishing to enjoy the advantages and privileges
of our plant must act now if they want space set aside for them. Besides
the economy angle of using a locker, there is the definite advantage of
providing more, good wholesome food for your family when you want it.
Meeting the food problem today is a greater task than it used to be, and
the Frozen Food Locker is the answer, we believe.

COME IN AND SIGN UP NOW--DON'T WAIT--FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO UITE.

SAWYER'S

FROZEN FOOD LOCKER PLANT
FULTON, NY.

234 Fourth-st Extentiost

Phone 75

Fulton, Kentucky

Allionommommor
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AUSTIN SPRINGS
Ralph Doran spent the past week
•end in Union City, house guest of
hi.s sister. Mrs. Bill Doyle and Mr.
Doyle.
Mrs. MeryII Jones is doing nicely since undergoing a tonsilectormy
at Flaws Clinic the past week. She
was removed to her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Mathis.

Mrs. Ed Frields continues to improve at her home near here after
being removed from Baptist hospital in Memphis two weelcs ago.
Miss Delia Vincent isn't quite so
well and is in bed a portion cf
time.
Rev. Jack McClain filled his
regular appointment at Salem the
past Sunday.
Garvin Carrall, young son of Mr.

Let Us Help You Solve
Your Heating Problems
We carry the well know DELCO line of
Oil-Fired Automatic Heating Equipment for
every kind of need or requirement. Besides Deko
Conditionair, Delco offers other automatic
equipment such as
WATER HEATERS
ELECTRIC STOVES
VACUUM CLEANERS
FARM FREEZERS
RADIOS
ELECTRIC WELDERS
WATER SYSTEM
REFRIGERATORS
LIGHTING SYSTEM
BATH FIXTURES

and Mrs. Ed Lassiter fell victim to
measles the past week. He was
ve,ry sick a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Athel Frields and
sons, U. L. and Paul Junes visited
their aunt, the Mrs. Ed Frields
the past week.
Mrs. Joe Laird is recovering
from a major operation undergone
a few weeks ago in Haws Clinic at
the hands of Dr. Trinca.
Mrs.'Hoyte Cantrell was removed
to her home the past week from
Haws Clinic where she underwent a appendictony some two
weeks ago. She is now doing nicely.
and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham
George Ed have returned to Drtlsden after a week at the bedside of
her mother, Mrs. Ed Frields.
Farming has begun in a big way
here with quite a lot of plowing
done. Thickets are chopped olf,
which furnished an ample supply
of wood for cooking and barn wood
to fire the dark type tobacco
grown in this section. Early gardens are out, baby chicks on most
every farm and with weather conditions favorable the work will be
advanced for ahead of schedule.
Robert, son Cif Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ainley is suffering from a facial abscess and is under the care of
Dr. C. A. Bell.
Miss Jeanetta Hastings of Detroit and Bonnie Ruth Cherry,
Wingo, Ky.. spent the week end
here with relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Cherry.
THINGS THAT ARE NOT TRUE
By Dr. Alfred P. Haake

See Us for Delco Appliances, which are
made by General Motors Coporation. We are
supplying and servicing many rural homes and
business places in the Ken-Tenn Territory, and
_will be glad to figure with you on your next job.

B & B SUPPLY COMPANY
Plumbing, Heating and Electrical Appliances_
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 110
il7 Main Street

A great many of our troubles
grow out of falsehoods that are
accepted as true. We could prevent
many unhappy tragedies in our national life if we would correct the
conceptions that more
mistaken
men to destructive action.
One of the most frequently distorted beliefs has to do with the
way in which income produced in
our country is divided among the
producers. Recently, Walter Reuther of the UAW-C10 apparently tried to convince a radio audience
that the "pie" of our national income was divided so that a few
people at the top got nearly all the
income and that most of the income
produced in industry went to the
owners, or stockholders.
But Reuther is only one of the

(

You traverse the world in search
of happiness, which is within reach
of every man; a contented mind I
I
confers it all.—Horace.
Great is he who enjoys his earthenware as if it were plate, and not
less great is the man to whom all
his plate is no more than earthenware—Leighton.
Better is the frugal intellectual
repast with contentment and virtue, than the luxury of learning
with egotism and vice.—Mary Bak'
er Eddy.
Fortify yourself with contentment, for this is an impregnable
fortress.—Epictetus.
Vigilance is not only the price of
liberty, but of success of any sort.—
Beecher.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches Cloaks and MIN
Pieces et AL Kinds Accuratoly Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Horne
129 University
Phone SW
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

t7

There's Still A ...
BIG JOB AHEAD
Before there will be telephones far
all who want them
There is still a tremendous conatruction
job ahead of us before we can furnish telephones to all who want them. New switchboards must be first manufactured and then
installed in a great many cities and towns. At
other places buildings must be constructed or
enlarged to pro%ide houeing facilities for thia
new central office equipment before it can
be installed.
We are well along with our
three hundred million dollar expansion program to pro‘ide
more and better senice for the
South. However, in sonic of the
more congeided communities
considerably more time will
be required to catch up on
held orders for 'ger,ice.
But we can say that we
are on our way to furnish senice to those
who want it.

4.
e

CONTENTMENT

1CCESSORIES Hal)
MAKE THE OLD
YCAR LOOK NEW 77,7,*

Contentment is natural wealth,
luxury is artificiak poverty.—Socrates.
Happiness consists, not in possessing much, but in being content
with what we possess. He who
wants little always has enough.
—Zimmerman.
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many contributed to false conceptions of how industrial earnings
are divided, and have in that way
helped build a wall of suspision
and even hatred between employers and employes.
A nationally recognized authority recently polled workers on how
they thought the money' left out
of gross income (after all purcheses, taxes, depreciation and other expenses had been paid), was divided betv,.een owners and workers.
The results showed that 45 per
cent of the workers believed that
employees got less than 25 per cent
36 per cent believed they got less
than 50 per cent; and only 19 per
cent of the workers believed theY
received more than 50 per cent.
Thus, 81 per cent of the workers
, be(45 per cent plus 36 per cent)
lieved that ernploye,:•s receive less
than 50 per cent of the net earnings produced by the company. If
I believed that I might also be willing to have our American Way
thrown into the discard.
But, the truth, according to a
report issued by the United States
Department of Commerce with the
approval of President Roosevelt, is
that employes, workers, get the
lion's share and the owners get
only a small portion of the net
earnings produced by industry.
In .General Motors Corporation,
of current interest in recent months
because it has been smeared so often by those who wish to discredit
the company, the latest figures (for
1944) show that the workers got
90 per cent and the owners only
10 per cent of the net income produced by the company.
This is very different from the
falsehoods workers have been led
to believe. And it is even more
significant when we realize that
more than 80 per cent of all production can fairly be credited to
the tools with which men work,
and less than 20 per cent to the
men themselves.
Yes, instead of getting more than
30 per cent of the income produced by the tools they own and furnish to the workers, the tool owners,
or stockholders get less than 10 per
cent of the income produced over
the country as a whole. The workers get more than 90 per cent.
It does seem as though we ought
to correct some of the mistaken
ideas held by all too many of the
workers, if we are to have sound
policies and prevent workers from
di•itroying the goose that lays the
golden eggs.

r
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Brighten-Up
Your Car for
Spring

-"r!..•••••

We've everything you need to give
your car that bright, new shiny look.
Come in and fill your needs today.

Wizard Spark Plugs, sets, ea. __ 31c
OPA price $6.70
Electric Irons
- 55c to 70
Wizard Fan Belts
21c
Wheel Bearing Grease, lb.
Starter, Motors exchange, For
Ford, Chev. Ply. $5.95 to $12.95
$1.35
Spindle Bolt Sets •
Rubber Coat Top Dress. 1-2 pt. 35c
$2.88
Magnetic Oil Filter
Brake Fluid
55c
Western Penetrating Oil
35c
Raybestos Lined Clutch Plate
$2.52
Ignition Coil
$1.39
Wear Well Motor Oil, 4. . 12c
Gallon
45c
Tractor Oil Filter Cartridge 72c

2 4*

Windshield Wiper Parts
$2.37 $2.95
Wizard Mufflers
Wizard Deluxe Batteries $6.75up
Floor Mats Are Back
Guaranteed Generators 5.45 10.45
Baby Auto Seats
$1.98
Davis Deluxe Tubes 6.00x16 $3.29
Airblast Trumpets
$10.49
Scuff Pads, protect upholstery 73c
Truck Mirror
$1.08
- $1.72
Quick Action Pump
Davis Polish
29c
Raditor Needs of All Kinds
Speedometer Repair Parts
Hadlamp Items at Savings
Wescote Tire Paint
35c
Duplicolor, Auto Finish
35c

Western,Auto
Associate Store
Lake St.

Phone 142

Fulton. Ky.

Vitamins make as sturdy, but they're fragile things
them-selves. Unless properly protected, they vanish
like the dew off the rose.
That's why the Illinois Central is still pioneering in
protecting the vitamins in fresh foods, a job we began
V) years ago with the world's first refrigerated rail
shipment of fresh fruit.
Eight now we're experimenting with a new refrigerator car built mostly ofaluminum and glass. It's designed
to be so efficient that it will keep frozen foods frozen
...and so versatile it may quickly be converted into
a merchandise box car.
This experimental car is further evidence of our
determined effort to provide you transportation second
to none. The Illinois Central iniends to earn your
continued patronage and friendship.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

I LLINOIS
CENTRAL
SYSTEM

THE FULTON COUNTY NEws. FUL ON. KENTUuKY
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If you were going to move tomorrow, would you even consider
locating in a community without a church? Of course not, for we all know
that the church—and what it represents—is the foundation of life, and
the binding tie that is so necessary in the building of character, and a
rich, understanding life.

There is now a world-wide movement to encourage Sunday
School and church attendance. Bringing more people into the church —
with emphasis on the rising generation—not only promotes religion
faith and belief in God, but brings closer the day when all the people on
the face of the earth will come to a common understanding for a common
good.

Fortunate is the community with good churches, and fine, church
going people who try to live by the Golden Rule for the good of all mankind.

Teaching the Fatherhood of God, and the Brodierhood of Man is
spreading far and wide, and "doing unto others as we would be done by"
should remain foremost in the minds of all When the great majority of
People think all this line, then will come the days of real peace.

FULTON BAKERY

THE DOTTY SHOP

SAWYER'S MARKET

MUNDAY AUTO PARTS CO.

PIERCE-CEQUIN LUMBER CO.

FULTON PURE MILK CO.

LATTA'S FOOD STORE

R. M. KIRKLAND, Jeweler

KENTUCKY UTILITIES CO.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

MEA.CHAM'S MARKET

KENTUCKY HDW.& IMPL. CO.

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.

PARISIAN Laundry-Cleaners

PHONE '86' TAXI

WARREN'S JEWELRY STORE

FULTON ELEC.& FURN.CO.

DeMYER DRUG CO.

EVANS DRUG CO.

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

L. KASNOW

BENNETT CAFE

THE FULTON BANK

GARGIIS RE-Ntr SHOE SHOP

THE LEADER STORE

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

BENNETT DRUG STORE

NEW OWL DRUG CO.

W. V. ROBERTS sk SON

BOAZ & HESTER GROCERY

JONES AUTO PARTS CO.

FORD CLOTHING CO.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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.11CIITHF-S.S-11ANCOCK
A wedding, beautiful in its simplicity, was that of Miss Louise Haneciek. and Robert Jeffress, which
was solemnized on Sunday evening,
Mairts 10, 1946. The impressive
double ring ceremony was read by
Hew. Drace of Water Valley, Ky., at
Lij Ill

LC(.

uuron

5 o'clock in the Wesley Methodist
Church.
The altar was beautifully decorated with white lilies, jonquils, forsythia and fern.
The bride, a charming daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hancock, of
Fulton, Ky., was given in marriage
by her father. She was lovely in a
dress of white, princess style, with
a sweetheart necicline, and bla4:k
accessories. She wore pearls, a gift
of the groom, ad her flowers were
red roses fashioned in a shoulder
corsage.
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FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Double Feature

iisiAltisc-i:iii

FULTON, KENTUCKY

TOM
YAhlK
NEAL
‘klit5t).......
j
•Led u
HALE

TODAY AND SATURDAY
Jimmy Wakely in

SADDLE SERENADE

Plus

Also Comedy and Serial
WAY
oinE
All Aboard for

fun!

scawitir
JOYRIDE!

SUNDAY-MONDAY

;!SgW:

/IRE
;OP
VISO
1

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

I

BatlY"Ft7dnals1
Walter Hutu
Louis Hayward
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PAYNE I '" ,,,a
TUES. - WED. - THURS.

O'HARA 1

Double Feature

/47

BENDIX I

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

Sidneyy Toler
in

CHARLES LAUGHTON

RED DRAGON

.1

Plus
Adele Mar in

IC.Idd

r,

ctn RANDOLPH SCOVT.
HAMRA BRITTON

TIGER WOMAN

The bride was attended by her world, said J. W. Whitehouse,
Meals with greater food value unteer leaders
. in 4-H club work.
sister, Miss Helen Hancock, and state leader of 4-H club work, as and variety were assured when
Frank Hodges, cousin of the bride, he related some of the achieve- 14,566 4-H club girls canned 946,WE WILL PAY 10c A COPY for
served as best man. Little Phil ments of 78,135 rural boys and 999 quarts of fruits and vegetables.
THE
NEWS dated March 15, 1946.
Weatherspon, nephew of the bride, girls in 3,095 clubs last year.
Six thousand, five hundred girls
was ring-bearer.
More than 10,390 members help- prepared and served 14,754 meals.
The bridesmaid was attractively ed out in the meat shortage when
Members of 105 counties particattired in a powder blue dress with they produced 20,577 head of sheep ipated in 12 district achievement
and a shoulder beef and hogs. At the Kentucky meetings; 16 county dairy cattle
black accessories
corsage of white carnations. The fat cattle shov.• and sale in Louis- .
shows were held.
beeves were - The_ work of Utopia clubs, older
mothers of the bridal pair wore ville, 1,365 baby
corsages of pink and white carna- sold for an average of $18.13 per 4-H ,Aeh youth, was devoted largetions.
hundred, or a total of $293,744. ly., in 25 rutinties, to planning the
—Spoils Sleep Tonight
Mrs. Wilhard Weatherspoon, sis- Five district shows and sales also peacetime programs.
You'll like the way
Va-tro-nol works right
ter of the bride, played the nuptial were held.
Recreational and
sdueational
where trouble T3 to
ceremony; Mrs. Ray Pharis sang,
In the poultry project, 10,156 programF wt re carried in 15 disopen up nose-relieve
transient constuffy
"I Love You Truly". Thr bridal members produced 386,996 chick- trict camps attended
by 2,740
gestion.(Also grand for
bride ens, and 4,558 club members were club members from 113 counties.
"I Love You Truly". The
relieving sniffly. sneezy.
stuffy distress of
March. As enrolled in hybrid corn producLohengrin's Wedding
Mr. Whitehouse paid tribute to
head colds.) Follow
they left the altar following the tion.
5,586 men- and women and 1,667
d1recUona In folder.
Wedding
"Mendelssohn's
ceremony,
junior captains who served as volMarch" was played. "Indian Love
.
Call" was played during the ceremony. Mrs. Jeffress, son of Mr
FOR SALE-55-gal. reconditionand Mrs. I. R. Jeffress of Cructli.
field, Ky., was graduated from Cay- ed fuel oil drunts, $2.25; 50-gal.
ce High School in 1943. He attend- syrup bbls. 52.00, f. o. b., 51emphised Murray Trade School and finish- American Trading Post, 1086 N.
10tc.
ed later at the Y. M. C. A. in Day- 7th St., Memphis.
ton, Ohio. He served in the armed
FOR
RENT—Two
on
houses
adforces 32 months. He served 20
•
joining farms. Also 25 to 35 acres
months in the E.T.O., taking part in
of well located land, with two and
France,
Norinandy,
of
4••••
the battle
three acres of tobacco bases. See
the Rhine, and C,entral Germany.
Mattie Vincent Fulton Route 3.
He received his discharge in NovemState Line Road.
2te
•.
ber.
3
Immedtately following the cere- NOTICR—To wiring contractors of
ACTS
'ASTI'
mony, a small reception was given the area. The Co-Op is holding a
STAYS PRISM
at the home of the bride's parents, meeting of all wiring contractors
w 1••• ••• •
for the immediate families and a in this area in the office on March
few close frields.
25th. 1946, at 7:30 p. m. — HickmanAfter a wedding trip to the Great Fulton County Rural. Electric Co4
Smoky Mountains, the couple plan operative Corporation.
to reside with her parents.
FOR SALE—Two good lots in
Highlands, 100x50 feet. Will sell
WORK OF RURAL YOUTH
both, or one. Paul Bushart, Phone
LAUDED BY CLUB LEADER 470.

kletirdlfan
Ms&

VICESIINI104101

CLASSIFIED ADS

REISCIINANO

1
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DRYYEAST

Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf...
You can bake at a moment's notice

FOR SALE--Blakemore StrawMembers of 4-H clubs in Ken- berry plants. State inspected. Aytucky again may be counted on to cock's Tourist Court, Union City,
help produce food for a hungLy Tenn., Phone Ne.928-J.
4tc

Fleischmann's Fast
//yob. bake a t home—you'll cheer wonderful
Fleischmann's Fast
-fast,
extra
...
-use
Easy-to
Yeast.
Dry
Rising
pantry shelf ... lets
Rising stays fresh, potent for weeks on your
time.
any
at
...
quickly
bread
deheicus
out
you turn
yeast in the house . ..
No more helm( "caught-short" without
before you could use it.
no spoiled dough because yeast weakened
baking any time
With Fleischmann's Fast Rising you can start
when you need
...finish baking in "jig-time." It's ready for action
at your grocer's.
it. Get Fleischmann's Fast Risinc Dry Yeast

FOR SALE—Antique F'urniture
and Dishes, Gla&sware, China. Mrs.
T. D. Anderson, Wingo, Ky.
ltp
FOR SALE—Good
deep-well
electric pump, rod type with all
fittings. Lee Reeves, Phone 1118-W3
or.470.
ltc

DOTTY'S

•
•

Will Soon Have
New Dodge DeLuxe Four Door Sedan

NYLONS!

et'

(IN VERY LIMITED QUANTITIES)
Realizing the pent-up demand and desire among our many friends and
tustomers and knowing that the quantities we will receive in monthly
allotments from our two nationally known hosiery makers—Huffman
and Humming Bird—will be entirely too small to- meet the demands we
have in all fairness to our valued clientele devised the following method
of distribution hoping it meets with our public's approval and that we
receive their hearty cooperation and trusting patience. —The Management.
•

We Want:the friends and custome1s of the DOTTY SHOP who have always worn and bought
Huffman and-Ifumming Bird hose to fill the form below and present it in our store beginning
Tuesday morning, March 19th., or any time af ter that at your convenience. On Monday, Marth
25th, we shall commence distribution of Nylons by drawing 30 names per day out of a box containing all the requests and phoning 91`tkriting them to come for a pair of Nylons within 4
days. No one will receive a second pair of hose until everyone registerin,g shall have received
their first pair. All cards will be drawfr-from a box at random.

Fill In All Questions—Cut Out This Coupon aarefully
Do not write in
this space!

Miss
Name — — Mrs.

Number

Street Address
City

Telephone No.

Size Usually Bought

Will Take Size

Prefer Hununing Bird or Huffman

4
Dress and Coats Size Usually Worn
If Employed—Where

Age

•

.Business Telephone No

Registration Started at 9 A. M. Tuesday

ghop
IN FULTON
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60 Design tknd Erkgineering
Changes irk the New Dodge
Standing out in the most distinguished company, the New
Dodge is smartly styled from this
massive new grille to its spacious
trunk. Headlamps and parking
lamps are more widely spaced in
new blended fenders to define
width of car.

Big car comfort throughout
marks the tasteful appointments
of the new interior trim, shown
here in the wide rear seat of the
New Dodge. Upholstery comes in
choice of rich broadcloth or deep
pile fabric.
Starter push button cm dash is
feature of new instrument panel,
with brighter non-glare lighting,
easier-to-read instruments, new
chrome trim. New Safety Signal
Speedometer has improved warning colors on dial as well as on
indicator arm.

LITTLE MOTOR CO.
Dodge-Plynioth Service
FourZit Street Extentlen
Fulton, Ky.

art
far
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for
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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME FIFTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCK Y,
is moving its office from the corner of Fourth-st and Depot-st to a
new building at the rear of the
Cities Service Station dn Fourth.
wareroom and loading docks will
be maintained at their present location.
• • • •

Around Town

name ;are made for the enlargement of Bushart Clinic . New materials are already on the grounds,
aml others will arrive. The Busharts plan to increase the hospital
facilities, and expect to start conK. R. Lowe and "Dec" Adams
struction work on the new addi- have finished their new building on
tions as soon as posaiblte
the Martin Highway in South FulSoutheastern Motor Truck Lines ton, and will install equipment for

How would you

;

CHART YOUR COURSE?
Pictured here are the records of four "life linee" of our businens—four things which largely control the destiny of any business,
',bother it be a farm, a factory or a store. They are Wages, Mate'nabs Costs, Prices, arid Profits. Suppose these were pictures of
what is going on in yote own affairs. How would you chart your
future course from these facts?
Clia

PA CAA
1110

110

140

MATERIALS
— 1946 increases
owe included

110

1110

UP
110

61
.

'41

'41

44

41

46

100
'41

WM Ole proposed Increase. wog. roses
will hove redo roe $0 85% pot hour .n
1941 so 51.33S4 In 1946-0 9oin
56.191.Weekly average svoukl be $53.40.

.44

'4S

'46

1),, she end of 945, pn Iss on I Poefsoclones other than fors products and
food hod gone up19 29irt roc•1941 Dart
don not show ellect of 1946 hscreoses.
100

1

SO

PROgiiS

•••
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00

.111h

70

sole

60
SO

es

44

.44

•••

tkep U.S.Orkee el Labor Samba. woh
i441 once. equeling 100, Woe of Ions
eothinery

ID* wen onlY 104 9

What about wages?
wagss have rimen steadily for five
years. Before the strike which began on January 21 in ten of our
plants and which has choked off
nearly all farm machinery production,earnings of employee of these
plants averaged $1.15 anl hour,
Mg including any overtime. The
'Union demanded a 34 cents per
hour increase and a Government
board luis now recommended a
1 increase of 18 cents an
which would make average
earnings $1.33ti an hour. Weekly
average would be $53.40.

i

=

What about materiak?

✓

o one seems to know how high
materials coats will go. The Governxnent has increased steel prices
as much as $12.00 a ton, with an
average increase for all grades of
8.2%. Steel is the roost important
material we buy, but pneas on
other materials are also increasing.

about prices?
,There liars been no general increase
lin our prices since they were frozen
by the Government in early 1942.
SM.oe then a few email increases
have been allowed where particular machines were substantially
changed in design.

What about profits?

„

Rink is part of the American profit
and loss system, so we do not, of
-course, ask either our customers
or the Government to guarantee
that we can be certain of profits
each year. The chart tells the
.story of our profits during the war.
Although Harvester produced
mere goods than ever before, it
had no deeire to get rich out of war,
so our rate of profit has steadily
gone klown. What our 1946 profit
will be ia extremely uncertain.

What k the next step?
As you can see, our present situ!ation is that with frozen prime
and declining profits, we are Asked
to pay higher materials costa and
to make the biggest wage increase
in the history of the Company.
Can we do this?
Wages and materials consume
ail but A few cents of every dollar
we take in. If our prices continue
:frozen, and cost of wages/end

NUMBER NINE

Farmers Of Ken-Tenn
Farrn Training
Territory Will Help
Program Makes
Meet Food Shortage
Progress In County

Miss, Patricia Riddick, Paducah,
was chosen as Ideal Pledge for the
upper-class group.

Mel (Butch) Simons, who has
been operating a vulcanizing shop
on the State Line, has just about
Hear one side, and you will be in
finished construction on his new World Wheat Production In 1945
Veterans Administration Farm the dark; hear both sides, and all
Smallest Since 1929; Famine
building on the corner of Main-st
Training program in Fulton county will be .clear. —Haliburton.
and Suffering In War
is making steady progress now, J.
opposite Southern Bell Telephone
Stricken Area.
C. Lawson states. Twelve hours
office. This building will be quite
Woe to him, who has no court of
an addition to Main-st.
have,alredy been Worked under the
appeal against the world's judge• • • •
Efforts are being made through- direction of James T. Roberts, inment. —Carlyle.
The Grahams are peering com- out the world to increase produc- sturctor, who formerly taught agtion
of foodstuffs, and farmers of riculture at Cayce.
pletion of a new brick building on
The class was organized March 7.
Church-st, which, when ready, will the Ken-Tenn Territory will. rally
DRIVE IN
be occupied by the Exchange Fur- to the emergency Call for greater and met March 8 and 11 at Mr.
production in order to meet food Lawson's office with the
niture Co.
following
• s • •
shortages.
members in attendance: Hayden
World wheat production in 1945 King, Vaden King,
TO SEE US
Eci Bennett has torn down the
John C. Wilold building back of his cafe cor- wa sthe smallest since 1929 and liamson, Caharles Roberts, Samuel
ner of State Line and Paschall, and eight percent less than 1944, ac- Holly, Billy Campbell, Charles E.
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J. B. McGehee, Harry Barry, A. J.
1945, forecast. It is
There is some talk around toven the November,
Lowe, Elbert Clark, John Wilson,
that the wheat harvest in
about making some of the much believe
John B. Watts and J. C. Lawson.
pre-war boundaries
the
within
1945
HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
needed improvements on the HarThe year's course consists of 200
Soviet Union was the highest
ris Fork Creek, and it is hoped that of the
130 eif which must be in the
hours,
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shop
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serious overflow, and real damage
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ment and draft power.
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world
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resulted
other grains, has
Hold Annual Spellyears.
greatimport needs for 1945-46 far
ing Contest, April 5 er than the supply. Canda and the Another class will be started in
the Fall, Mr. Lawson said.
United States are the chief supAll the good spellers will be pliers.
there, when the annual Fulton
Bread rationing is continuing in
SF:E US
county spelling contest will be most countries. Further reductions Fulton Girl
held Friday afternoon, April 5, be- are expected.
Initiated in Society BEFORE YOU BUILD
ginning at one o'elock in the office
of County Suptelfilitudatt J. C.
Murray, KY.--ligma Sigma SigLawson. The bean is under the Lt. Col. DaVania
ma recently helld an initiatory sersponsorship of the Louisville CouriGets Bronze Star vice for 11 upper-class co-eds of
er-Journal and Times.
Murray State College.
The two best spellers from the
Lt. Col. Richard W. DaVania of
Those initiated were: Miss Norand
seventh an deighth grades in every Coral Gables, Fla., son of Mr.
ma Samons, Fulton; Miss Marclyn
CONCRETE
grade school will compete. Prizes Mrs. C. . DaVania of Fulton, who Cannon, Clinton; Miss
Aliese
and
will include $10, a book of Henry is with HQ Army Air Forces, James,
Kirksey; Miss Barbara
Watterson's essays, and a medal Shanghai, China, was recently a- Polk, Paducah; Miss Patricia RidGENERAL
from the Journal-Times, and theree warded the Bronze Star Medal by dick
Paducah: Miss Katherine
CONTRACTING
other prizes aggregating $10 from Lt. General George E. Stratemyer, Buchanan, Morganfield; Miss Betty
China
the county board of education, Mr. Commanding General AAF,
Holland, Paducah: Miss Marjorie
PHONE 361
Lawson ,states.
Theatre, in a ceremony at Shanghai. Gaylord, Sharon, Tenn.,
Miss
Lt. Col. DaVania has been pre- Esther Graham,'Paris, Tenn.
viously awarded the Air Medal, the
West Fulton PTA
American Defense Ribbon, the DisIn Supper Friday tinguished Unit Citation Badge, one
battle star on his campaign ribbon
Dad's Night will be held Friday for the African and Middle Eastern
night, March 22 at the High School campaign, one battle star on the
cafeteria, under the sponsorship of Campaign Ribbon for the European
the West Fulton P. T. A.
campaign, one battle star for the
Naples-Foggia campaign, and one
To wiEing contractors of the area. The Co-Op
He is most free from danger, who, battle star for the Sicily campaign.
is holding a meeting of all wiring contractors
even when safe, is on his guard. —
Lt. Col. DaVania, who was depuEchSyrus.
ty commander of the Forward
in this area in the office on — —
of
elon of the India-China Division
Transport Command,
Air
the
Shanghai, at the time he received
MARCH 26 at 7:30 P. M.
to
the Bronze Star, was attached
the
the Murray Flying Service and
before
Cooks Goldblum Company
was diHICICMAN-FULTON COUNTIES RURAL
he entered the service. He
Flight Training and Pilot
of
rector
FULTON, KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATION
headat the 20th Ferrying Group,
from
Tenn.,
Nashville,
quarters
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
arrived
February to June, 1943. He
overseas ire March, 1945.

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR--THEN

DON HILL

LITTLE CHANGE
es

manufacturing building blocks.
• • • •
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Profit per dollar of sok has declined
yr.! in 1945 was 4101w4Y 1••• den feof
cent., as opotnn 4 cents In 1941.

materials continues to rise, obviously our Company will begin to
operate at a low at some point.
The exact...point at which operating at a loss would start is a
matter of judgment. Government
agencies and union leaders may
have opinions as to where that
point ia. But if they turn out to
be wrong, they can shrug their
shoulders and say:"Well,it wasn't
my reeponsiblity. / didn't make
••
the decision."
The management of this Company cannot and will not say that.
It dares not garnble. It has to be
sum. Continuation of our service
to millions of customers, the future jobs of thousands of employee', and the salfety of the investments of 39,000 stockholders
depend on our xnaking as correct a
decision Alia humanly possible.

What abaft future prices on
fann machinery?
The judgmentof Harvester's management now ia thatwec,annotsafely make the huge wage increase
recommended by the Government
until the Government authorizes
adequate increases in the prices
of farm machinery to cover the
resulting increased cosi F.
That is not a judgment that
makes us happy. The Companv
does not vrant to rani° pricea. We
prefer to lower prices, when possible, and we know our customers
prefer to have tin d that. We have
produced at 1942 prices,and hoped
we could continue to do so. We
have delayed smiting general price
relief in the hope that it could be
avoided. Now vre are convinced
that it cannot be avoided any
longer. The price question must
be settled. Until it is settled we
do not see how we can settle the
wage question. Until the wage
question ia settled we do not nee
how we can resume production
and begin turning out the farm
machines which we know our
farmer customer; need.
,Oaks
Because of the important'
which both farmers and city dwellers have in thia controversy, we
are bringing these matters to your
attention. Through the cross currents of today's conditions, we are
trying to chart a course that is fair
to our employeee, to our farmer
eastomers,and to ouratockholdere.

INTERNATIONAL La
nil
HARVESTER

NOTICE

C. C. SHELBY GETS
I. C. CERTIFICATE
C. C. Shelby, concluetor was presented an Awvvard Certificate, embellished with the Silver Seal by
Trainmaster, A. S. Pitzer in the
absence of Supt. T. K. Williams of
the Kentucky Division. The award
was received by Mr. Shelby in
recognition of his suggestion that
three location markers be installed
north of Rives, Teem. The markers
will be a convenience to locomotive
engineers, and save time.
More than`173,000 suggestions for
improvements have been made by
I. C. employees in the past seven
years. Of this number 29,000 have
been adopted and made use of
SOUTH FULTON PRINCIPAL
ATTENDS MEETING

SW hole Ihrdwitte
GINN lama
and presenllig

CONNIE NARSNAU.

Ed Eller, principal of the South
Fulton School, attended the meeting of northwest Tennessee school
superintindents and principals at
Dyersburg, Monday night. Dr. J
E. vent of the University of Tennes- ,
see was the chief speaker at the I
dinner session

SPRING FEVER! 1
DON'T let your motor get SPRING FEVER!
Let us give yolk kr a thoroaghing servicing

Oil
2. Gulflex Lubritation
3. Wash and Polish
1. Change

and fill up the tank with that GOOD GILF
GASOLINE.
We call for and deliver your car

Goodwin Service Station
Phone 1108

Cor. Eddings and Valley
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Y. Ferguson, Smithland; Prentiee
Grief is the agony of an instant;
Lassister, Murray; Homer Lassiter,
the indulgence of grielf the blundBenton;
Eura Mathis, Marshall
County; Dean W. G. Nash, Dr. C. er of a life. —Beaconsfield.
S. Lowry: Prof. Price Doyle, Dr. A.
M. Wolfsen, Dr. G. T. Hicks, Dr.
AT FIRST
SIGN OF A
Annie Ray of the faculty of Murray State College.

MO'THER OF FULTON
She leaves her husband, Alva T.
MAN DIES IN WICKLIFFE Owens; two daughters, Miss Doris
Owivens of Frankfort, Ky., and Mrs.
Mrs. Dora Fisher Owens mother Brad Chandler of Gary, Ind., two
of Al T. Owens of Fulton, died at
sons, Al T. Owens and Frant Owher
.home in Wickliffe Monday aftgrandchildren, Jewel and
ernoon after several wweeks of ill- ens; three
Tommy -Chandler and Judy Owens.
ness.

Watch Repairing
Our Specialty
We have parts and tools to give you prompt
and satisfactory service.

Warren's Jewelry Store
311 Walnut St.

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

Whiteway
Taxi Service
Phone 187
DAY AND NIGHT

BEGGS&GRAVES,Props.

We Have Moved
No.3 Taxi
is now located at 223 Fourth St. Extension,
next door to the Fulton County News.

Our Telephone Is Still No. 3
Your Patronage Invited and Appreciated

H. L. "Buck" BUSHART

TRACTOR
REPAIR
SERVICE
REMEMBER US FOR FARMALL

TRACTOR PARTS AND

McCORMICK-DEERING FARM

IMPLEMENT PARTS

Phone 16

Paul Nailling Imp'. Co.
314 Walnut Street

Fulton. Ky.

Under the present Constitution of
Kentucky only males can vote. Yet Mrs. Kramer Talks
women have been voting since 1920.
Before The P. T. A.
Kentucky has more than twice as
On "Brotherhood"
many counties as New York and
Pennsylvania
combined. Yet we
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, speaker at
have one-seventh the population of
those two states. We need to re- the regular meeting of the Terryduce Kentucky's counties to 50 or Norman Parent Tetchers Association last week, spoke on "Brother60, as an'economy measure.
hood." Taking one of the commandFifty percent of the tenant farm- ments,"Thy shall love thy neighbor
ers of Kentucky move every year. as thyself," as he!: text, Mrs. KramForty percent of the farm homes er delivered an interesting mesneed major repairs; 90 percent of' sage.
Her talk pointed out the importfarm homes lack convenient seources
water. Only 25 percent have elec- ance of world peace if the human
race is to survive. Quoting statistricity.
tics to show that all reces and classIsolation resulting from bad roads es of people have outstanding merdoes More to hold back remote its, and. that only a better underrural districts than anything else. standing• and working formula beBetter roads must come o isolated tween all peoples is nceessary for
districs before they can have good the real peace. With the fatherhood
schools, more doctors and preach- of God. and the brotherhood of
man, as the keystone of world harers, more dentists and home demthat peace
onstration
agents.
Civilization mony, she .contended
and COntentment can come to the
moves on wheels.
world.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., presidFreedom loses to bureaucracy
when bureaucracy holds out a bas- ed during the business meeting.
ket of groceries. It has happened Mrs. Joe Bowers read the minutes,
throughout history. People fight and Mrs. Don Hill made the treasand die to throw off the yoke of urers's report.
Tre Districe P. T. A. Congress
a strangling authority, build up
independence and prosperity and will be held in Mayfield, April 5.
greatness, and then govcrnment Delegates and alternates Are: Mrs.
steps in and offers to relieve the H. G. Butler, and Mrs. L. N. Gifcommon man of his responsibilities ford, Mrs. Clifton Linton, and Mrs.
and he falls for the same old bait Joe Bowers, alternates.
Piano numbers were given by
and drifts bark into serfdom.
Socialistic government is not for Ann Linton, Jane White, Shirley
the masses, but fo rthe few people Homra and Jack Voegeli.
During the election of officers
who put it into operation and then
carry it on.
people are always the following were named: Mrs.
slaves under a socialistic govern- Charles Andrews. chairman; Mrs.
ment. They receive wwhat is hand- L. N. Gifford, vice chairman; Mrs.
ed to them, work at what they are Joe Bowers, secretary and Mrs.
told to do and generally are de- Don Hill, treasurer.
prived and depressed as the am- •Subscribe Now for THE NEWS'
bitions of the leaders expand. Accepting socialism is to be kept like
a horse and worked like a horse.

Bak,

Washington is filled with experts
who couldn't successfully run a
roadside peanut stand and we are
asking Washington to take over our
businesses and run them—at least,
we are allowi.ving Washington to do
so. If we want a new city hall or
a band stand, we ask Washington
for money, and a bunch of these
same Washington experts come along with the cash to tell us how
to spend it and dictate what the
building should be like.

Nada

Forbear to judgelor we are an.
ners all. —Shakespear.
If you are interested to sedate
a good price for your. home sr
farm, now is the time to 'ell U.
We have prospects waiting—
what have you?

J. W. HEATH, Realtor
406, 2 Lake St.—Upstairs
Cold Preparations as directed

Jet 11.4 cend

Over the New Fulton Illaak

SampIe.44

of this Clean, Family Newspaper

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Free from crime and sensational news ... Freer from politind
bias... Free from "speoi;a1 interest" control ... Free to tell you
tbe truth about world events. Its own world-wide staff of correspondents bring you on-the-spot news and its meaning so you
and your family. Bach issue filled with unique self-help features
to clip and keep.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
MOTORliGe PUBLIC
I have purchased the old D-X Service Station,
corner Mayfield Highway and Thetford-A.,
arid have opened it to service the motoring
publ‘Linvite and appreciate your patronage.
—BILL HOLLAND
STANDARD GASOLINE
AND MOTOR OILS

HOLLAND'S SERVICE
STATION

AD Moaner breeds
&
Approver!. Wood-tweed. Otartwd ehkkoww•. two olot
km Sexed
three weeks old. Prices
IltATANIZ
FREECATALOGAPrite.
112
,tlo CST PNWITI STEW• 1.111)1G101.1.

FILL 'UP WITH US!

rThere's Money Today-4
.
'
m-and
Tomorrow...in Your Woodlot

Washington money for pensions,
for roads, for little business, and
big business, for subsides on farm
produce and for every other imaginative purpose, and we don't
realize that all this cash must come
out of our own pockets and that we
must pay back two dollars for
every one we receive. Aren't we a
dumb bunch of bunnies?

Educators To Meet
At Murray. April 6
Murray,
Ky.—Educators
and
rverspecialists from Ohio State
estsity, University of Kentucky
Pea?rn Kentucky State, Geor
'›ody Collete, Murray State College,
'he slii.te department of education,
rennessee Vallley Authority, and
West Kentucky will address the
"Conference on Tescher Education"
to be held Saturday, April 6, at
Murray State College, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, Murray President, announced this week.
The theme of the conference will
be 'Training the Teacher for the
Community School" and the object
will be to study "Improving Living
Through the Schools." The state
department of education is sponsoring the study in seven colleges in
seven counties in Kentucky. County and City superintendents, Supervisors, and high school and elementary teachers from 12 Wept
Kentucky counties will be especially invited to the meeting at Murray. Marshall County is the "cooperating county" in the project.
mime the speaket-s listed are Dr.
Woods, Murray: Dr. J. R. Whitaker, Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenri ; Dr. Laura Zir,bes, State University, Columbus, Ohio; Dr. Carsie Hemmonds, UniversitY of Kentucky. •Lexington; Mrs. Naomi Wilhoit, gate department of education,
Frankfort; Dr. F. C. Grise, Western
Kentucky State, Bowling Green;
Dr. R. E. Joggers, State departVirginia
Miss
ment, Frankfort;
White James, TVA, ICnoxville,
Tenn.; H. L. Smith, Paducah; Miss
Reba Gillihan, Marion; Mrs. Mame

.••
av•,-

"Son, that woodlot of yours
will give you more spot cash
right now than any other part
of your farm ...
..."and keep on paying you
year in and year out
"Pulpwood can be depended upon when other
crops are poor. And, its extra income comes in mighty

handy when times are good,
too.
"Your county agent or forester will tell you how to get
the most out of your woodlot
By wise cutting, you cart
guarantee another cash crop;
"Let's get busy nov0. and
collect a cash pulpwood dividend."

PLAN NOW TO PEEL YOUR PULPWOOD. PEELED PULPWOOD 41...Lit't
BRINGS EXTRA DOLLARS
VICTORY

VICTORY PULPWOOD COMMITTEE

US CAMPAIGN

J. Paul Huebert
J. B. McGehee

PULPWOOD
4tak_

J. H.-Howard

- It**
.•••
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New Springtime
Merchandise Is Here For You
Naturally, in the Springtime, our thoughts turn to the great outdoors...that
means new beauty for your porch and lawn, items to clean-up, paint-up and
change-up the appearance of the home; and things like outings and picnics.
You will find many such articles at this store.
No. I Special This Week—

No. 2 Special This Week—

No.3 Special This Week—

All-Metal Kitchen Stool

All-Metal Baby Stroller

All-Metal Scooter

Here is an item that any housewife will be
pleased to own. Well made, but light weight
OUR SPECIAL
Regular $2.50 value.

Postwar type, newest design, and mounted
on rubber tired wheels.
OUR SPECIAL

Sturdily built, and an ideal playtime item
for the children.
OUR SPECIAL

$1.69

$9•95

$10.95

SPRING CLEAN-UP ITEMS

NEW BEAUTY FOR
YOUR FLOORS
With the new finish—
PERMA
Plastic
SEAL
The new

liquid plagtic finish
$2.95

BRICK MASONS CEMENT
$3.75
TRIAL
WHITEWASH BRUSHES _

35c

STIFF BRISTLE BRUSHES
85c
ENAMELS FOR ALL PURPOSES
In a choice of colors
Per Gallon
$3.95
GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE
Rubber hose, with brass connections. In 25 or 50 foot length, with
brass hose nozzels.
EMERY WHEEL
Full ball bearing, hand type.
$4.95
JOHNSON GLO-COAT
FLOOR POLLSH
Self. "Wishing, with applicator.
One Half Gallon
$1.99

All kinds of brushes—scrub brushes, window brushes, brooms, mops,
windoww cleaners, steel wool,
feather- dusters, whitewash brushes, paint brushers, cleaners, polishs, rug shampoos, wall paper
cleaners, etc.
KITCHENWARE
When you need some new equipment in the kitchen we invite you
to visit our store. New utensils,
pyrex ware, etc.
BABY CHICK EQUIPMENT
We have some good poultry equipment such as Baby Chick Feeders
and Water Fountains.

ELECTRIC PRESSER
_ Presses your pants quickly without wet cloth or pressure.
$2.15
Postwar Ice Refrigerator

$48.95

NEW ARRIVALS IN RECORDS
We invite you to visit our Record Department, where new arrivals in recordings
are available weekly. Latest hits in
popular blues, hillbillies and classical
numbers. Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol
and other recordings.
REMEMBER IS FOR YOUR RECORDING SUPPLIES—We bare
needles, record albums, racks, cabinets, etc.

PROMPT RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
We'are able to give our customers 1 or 3 day radio repair I
service. Work guaranteed.

FULTON ELECTRIC
319423 WAL1VUT STREET

REFINISH YOUR WALLS
WITH KEM-TONE
It is an easy matter to add4 new
beauty and charm to your home,
by refinishing the walls with that
popular Kern-Tone.
GALLON
$2.98
QUART
98c
Use that handy Roller-KoatER to apply Kem-Tone
just
roll it on. Only
89c

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

FARM RADIOS
These are handsome postwar sets,
complete with battery. They are
the first battery sets that we have
been able to offer since the war.
Come in and get yours while they
last.
OPA Price

$40.25
ELECTRIC IRONS
Complete With Cord
$7.49
ALL KINDS OF TOOLS

Whatever your need may,ibe, you
will find a good assortment here
for your selection. Such as—
RAKES
SLEDGES
HOES
SAWS
AXES
HAMNIERS
SPADES
CAN OPENERS
SHOVELS
PLIERS
POST HOLE DIGGERS
GLASS CUTTERS
SNIPS
WRENCHES
HACK SAWS CHISELS
SPIRTT LEVELS
SCREW DRIVERS
VIEED CUTTERS
BRIAR CUTTERS

RADIO BATTERIES
We carry a full line of radio batteries. All types. A and B
hcks, B Batteries, C Batteries, and also Flasblight Batteries.

FURNITURE
PHONE 100

-

•
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Mrs. J. C. Foster had treatment al
Dean Williams and wife went to
Jones Clinic Saturday for a fract- }Eckman Sunday.
Alvin Foster and wife, Jazk and
To those interested in the up- ured knee.
Mrs. T. W. Weems remains quite Betty attended the show in Fulton
keep of old Bethel cemetery please
send to Dackery Webb. Rufus Low- poorly. Also Miss Mollie Brann's Sunday afternoon.
Don Starks and son is visiting in
ry, or Jess Cavender your donation. condition is about the same.
The writer will also receive and
A chicken shower was given Detroit this week.
turn in any amount received to the Herbert Butler and wife Monday
The new duties of Everitt Wilabove men. Bill Cavender is care night about 40 guests were pre- liams at the store formerly occupitaker and we reccomend him as a sent and all enoyed the old fash- ed by Oria Foster is a little convery efficient man for the job.
ioned hospitality of good eats cof- fusing, when he sells sulpher for
epsom salts.
W. M. Foster and wife, J. C. Fost- fee, tea, etc.
Mrs. Lizzie Foster visited Mrs.
Mrs. R. S. Grossom and children
er and wife visited their cousin,
Cleve Petty of near Dresden Sun- spent Friday with hey mother and J. C. Foster Saturday afternoon. E.
daY, from there, via Dukedom, La- visited Mrs. Barkley Parrish Fri- C. Lowry and wife a while Saturtham, Dresden, Martin and Fulton. day night.
day night. Mr. Lowry brought us
_
over a turtle. They are fine. Ever
).1)01),,kyvek/fith,ktiktAltjAIV.,,y/y.,
, t
• try one?
Mrs. W. M. Foster visited relatives in Mayfield Friday afternoon,
at present they have rooms at Eugene Bynum's.
7_
Shoppers in Fulton Saturday,
R. H. Swearington, experienced repair- da were Mesdames Andrew Williams,
Mrs. Cecil Taylor, Mrs. Maurine
man, is now with us, and will make repairs on
Yates, Mrs. Carl Foster, Mrs. RelElectric Fans, Heaters, Washing Machines,
la Bennett, Mrs. Alvin Foster, Mrs.
7 Irons, Toasters, Waffle Irons, Vacuum CleanOnie Lowry, Mrs. Eugene Moody,
7 ers, etc.
Mrs. Dockevy Webb, Mrs. Ben Winston, and Mrs. Don Starks.

ROUTE THREE

Electric Repair Service
BENNETT ELECTRIC
,Main Street
t

/1,

,1.'1

Phone 201
6 1 1 61 4 61 I 61 I

Fulton, Ky.1
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Get Ready For

Spring Driving
COMplete Lubrication Servicc
Our Specialty
We Take Pride In Servicing You, and
Appreciate Your Patronage
GULF GASOLINE AND MOTOR OILS
Remember us for

Prompt Pick-up and Delivery Service.
Just Phone Us---We Do The Rest.

Mrs. Allene Starks condition is
some 'what improved of last week.

Bennett Homemakers
Bennett Homemakers Club met
March 14 with Mrs. Wales Austin.
The house vvas called to order by
the President, Mrs. O. C. Croft. The
devotipnal reading was by Mrs. B.
L. Austin.
Roll call, "A helpful idea," was
given by nine members. Visitors
for the day were: Mesdames Curtis
and Ernest Hancock, Rubye Slayden, Mary Austin, Raymond Elam,
Estelle Binkley, and Miss Birdie
Newberry. The last named joined
and made a donation.
A report was given by Mrs. Wales

WE INVITE YOU
To Visit Our Shop—
FOR

Prompt, Courteous
Barber Service
Dewey Hogg Jack Hogg

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP

Phone 9193

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

215 Church St.
Fulton Ky.

Mayfield Highway Near Ford Garage Fulton.

Opposite Old Farmers Bank Bldg.

It Costs Less To Prepare
•

Than To Repair
Old Man Winter is a hard task master for Aut,i6obiles He nips vulnerable spots of your car with disastrous effects unless you are prepared.
It pays to keep your car well winterized against the cold weather.

WHEN YOU HAVE TROUBLE—
JUST PHONE 622
Our Service Department is equipped to give your car a thorough overhauling if it becomes necessary, or to make those minor adjustments and
repairs that will prevent more serious trouble and expense.
IT'S EXPENSIVE TO LET YOUR CAR TO BECOME AILING and out
ef repair. Then, too, there's no telling when you will be able to get a new
one.

LET US 10EEP YOUR OLD CAR IN TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE

LITTLE MOTOR CO.
Fourth Street

Phone 622

Fulton, Ky.

Austin of some civic problems that
are needing attention by all citizenship committees.
Several patterns and the lessons
on sleeves and landscaping carried
printed forms which were distributed.
Pot luck lunch was served.
Thought provoking questions for
re;:reation were produced. A study
of Venezuela and Ecuador was
given.
Several songs were sung with
Mrs. Butler at the piano.
In April each member will bring
cuttings of flowers to exchange.
Five minutes a day given to the
growth and propagation of flowers
will beautify your home.

CHRISTIAN

Mrs. Violet Bushart and Gale
spent Sunday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Orby Bushart.
Mrs. WInfred Glisson and Donna
spent last week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Bernice Glisson.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mount visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bushart Sunday afteinoon.
Mrs. Violet Bushart
and Gale
spent a few days with Mrs. Sylvia
Byassee and Peggy at Bardwell.
last week from Germany with his
discharge. He and his v.,ife plan to
go to Detroit this week to make
their home with his parents.
Cpl. Timmy Lynch returned home
Mrs. Rosella Webb, Mrs. Violet
Bushart, Mrs. Winfred Glisson were
in Mayfield Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steele were
in Mayfield Tuesday.
Doris Neely received word from
her husband Monday that he is
sailing for home soon.
A nice crowd gathered at Mrs.
Nell French's Saturday afternoon.
A number of nice gifts were given.
Refreshments were served and all
had a good time. Those present
were: Mrs. Dorothy Emerson, Mrs.
Violet Emerson and Donna, Mrs.
Lucille Emerson, Mrs. Violet Bushart and Gale, Mrs. Delsie Glisson,
Mrs. Roella Webb, Mrs. Lorine GlisMrs.
son, Mrs. Dessie Colthorpe,
Bessie Glisson, Mrs. Idetine Emeron, Mrs. Pearl Carr, Mrs. Pauline
Carr, Mrs. Leath Bell Wilson, Mrs.
Ruth Weems ,Mrs. Tennie House,
Mrs. Harry Yates, Mrs. Vernie Cannon, Mrs. Josie French, Mrs. Mary
Ellen and baby, Mrs. Bobbie Lee,
Mrs. Ruby Speele, Mrs. Mary Work,
Mrs. Mary Nabors, Mrs. Catherine
Olive, Mrs. Omie Witt, Mrs. Pernie Vincent, Mrs. Doryaska Wright,
Mrs. Ester Work, Mrs. Odam Byars, Mrs. Ethell Roberts.
A kitchen and linen shower was
givea March 15 to Mrs. Sue Adams
at the home of Mrs. Joe Work. 35
enjo: ed the nice gi7.: and efresh
mmts.

*

*

Mrs. W. A. Scearce and son,
Tommy, Mrs. Neal Scearce spent
the weAc end in Memphis with W.
A. Scearce, who is in the hospital;
also Mrs. Fletcher and Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor.
Mrs. Irene Olshove and daughter,
Judy of Detroit. are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Taylor.
Mrs. Ida Sloan, Miss Helen
Simpson visited over the week end
in Memphis with Mrs. Annie
Sloan and mother, Mrs. Fisher.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sloan spent
Sunday with Mr. akd Mrs. Parnell
Garrigan.
Miss Mozell Hamond is visiting
in New Albany, Ind., with her sister, Miss Margaret Hammond.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Fltming and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Fleming of
St. Louis are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. N. Fleming.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan and
son, Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
garanyay visited Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Allen at Lexington,
Tenn.
Mrs. Georgia Allen is visiting
her brother, H. G. Brown of near
Martin.
The funeral of Mrs. Ernest Palmer was held by Rev. Hunter at the
Assembly of God Church Tuesday
afternoon. Burial in the Cayce cemeterY•
Mr..and Mrs. Bosco Hutchens left
Saturday for Detroit to make their
home.
Sensual pleasures are like soap
bubbles, sparkling, evanescent. The
: of intellectual are calm,
pleasure,
beautiful, sublime, ever •enduring
and eli—hing upward to the borders of the unseen world. —Aughey.
Purpo,es, like eggs, unless they
be hatched into action, will run into rottenness. —Samuel Smiles.
Netreseity is the mother of invention.
In matters of great concern, and
which must be done, there is no
surer argument of a weak mind
than irresolution. —Tillotson.

the Lord of hosts, Hearken not unto.
the words of the prophets that prophesy unto you; they make you
vain: they spealc a vision of their
own heart, and not out of the
mouth of the Lord . . . . Am I a
God at hand, saith the Lord, and
not a God afar off?" (Jer. 23:16,

"Matter" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
in all Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
March 24, 1946.
The Golden Text is "My dearly
10:14).
23).
. Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the folJoys are our wings, sorrows are
lowing from the Bible: "Thus saith our spurs. —Etichter.

PILOT OAK

CAYCE

SCIENCE

•

ATTENTION:
TOMATO GROWERS
We are now accepting contracts for canning tomatoes. Please come in and sign up for
the number of acres you wish to contract.
We will pay government regulated price-72c per bushel.
WATAR VALLEY CANNtNG CO.

a

Typewriters Adding Machines
Safes and Office Supplies
gm"'

SALES AND SERVICE

Undemod & Bushart
Bud Undenvood N. L. "Buck" Bashart
PICK-UP SERVICE
Fulton, Ky.
Phone No. 3

HERE THEY
ARE AT LAST

a

•
a

Come in and Choose ToursNow

J

Parker Lifetime Fountain
Pens
$8.75 up
and
Pen and Pencil Sets
$12.50

A

•

a
a
a

OWL DRUG COMPANY
PHONE

436 Lake Street

60

-` Felton, Ky.

IF IT CAN BE CLEANED

WE CAN CLEAN IT!
WE take great pride in our Cleaning and Pressing Service, and we are better equipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service than in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service
PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT

a
1

AND MAKE IT LOOK LIKE NEW
Alterations and Repairs When Requested
PHONE No. 1

QUALITY CLEANERS

-.7.

•

CASH ANDCARRY
227 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

1

